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Abstract 
In this design study report, by other forms of building serv- eration of Chinese architects who 
the following issues for design is ices, and building systems. Be- study in America. Under the CCP 
addressed and examined: yond these measurable dimen- after 1 949’ this exploration was 
1.The past for this building sions, the building should be a not stopped until the Cultural 
广om the social, cultural and po- delightful place for people to go Revolution. This project offers 
htical backgound. though, to experience that signi- us an opportunity of having a 
2. The future need for the fying both a cross of boundary deep programmed historical 
building by looking at the plan- and NOT a cross of boundary! background to express modern 
ning of that areas, as well as Chinese architecture. 
other related information. The project have equal chal-
lenges on context, form and The future precedures of 
Owing to the celebration of technology. crossing border, which affects 
the return in 1 997, both the Chi- the building form a lot, is not 
nese and HK Government realized Context : The contrasting confirmed yet. Also the future 
t? rebuilt the mostly used border fabric of the 2 sides of the need to accomodate how many 
力eck point between Lowu and Shenzhen river (the boundary) people cannot be predicted pre-
Shenzhen’ to firstly cope with exerts a tension between the 2 cisely, as there will be other bor-
the increasing population moving ends of the building. Both urban der crossing facilities and the 
be^^^en the 2 cities; and sec- design study and design with population growth and distribu-
ondly to signify the unity of the natural environment will be ad- tion is not fixed yet Thus the 
2 P|"jces，China and HK. A new dressed. As the building should building form should adopt to 
build」ng IS proposed to be built also allow both trains and people these unforeseeable changes 
on the existing 2 custom offices pass though from the 2 ends, 
in the Lowu and Shenzhen, for design concern will then put on Techno logy Structure sup-
the minimal alteration of the ad- how to create the 2 opposing porting a heavy loaded building 
joining facilities. context together, too. bridging over the Shenzhen river 
孔 ， ， ， . ， . will be an important concern in 
There are both fixed and Form: The architectural the design. System and planning 
unfixed aspects in the building expression of a modern building supporting massive people move-
The custom office representing a Chinese style has ment and yet to ensure safety 
should be numerically enough been explored and debated since and security will be an interesting 
counters and gates for people to late Qing dynasty, first by some area to explore 
move over the place. Also, it western architects working in the 
should be sufficiently supported treaty ports; then by first gen-
Exit point of the old Lowu cus- The busy traffic of Lok Ma Chau Aerial view of Lok Ma Chau (落馬 
= o f f i c e building in 1 979. (落馬州）cross-border checkpoint 州）shows the busiest cross-bor-
What we can see is the sparse of for frieght is kept in 24 hours der container traffic in the world 
people travel through and the old operation. Still, the traffic is . 
fasion of the building. very busy 
l i f e 
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Background The Custom services between Hong Kong and China 
L o c a t i d n ^ p s of SJr^nzhe/ S f i ^ ^ f e b n o m i c Z ^ ^ ^ o r J e r contro l / ‘ 〜 ― - • 
points a ^ c u s t o r f i S _ _ , 厂 / … f T X ,, . J 
Though HK had been being age increase each was about year 
governed by the British people 1 5%. Before 1 980，the average 
over a century, HK is a place be- flow of people each day was sev- In order to cope with the 
longs to China in many dimen- eral hundreds; whereas 1 20 growth of international trade as 
=二s. Relationship between thousands of people flow each well as the increase of in and out 
Chin，and HK is very subtle as day on average now. flow of people and frieqht the 
resul巧 from the strong Chinese Chinese central government has 
racial linkage. This strong sense As the Hong Kong recently approved an scheme “深 
ot national identity in Hong Kong governemnt has realised the 圳口岸管理體制改革試點方案” 
people's mind was so prevailing need for future expansion of the (Shenzhen custom manaqerment 
that can be proved the high fre- custom office as well as the train and administration experimental 
y e n c y of passenger cross-bor- terminal, in July 1981, the Lands improvement scheme) The 
g^r traffic between Lowu and Department has commissioned a scheme was launched to improve 
Shenzhen. Hong Kong architectural firm, the above mentioned two as-
TL , Spence Robinson Architects as pects to an internationally ac-
The population passed the design architect for the "Lo cepted level, in both the 
through the Lowu to Shenzhen Wu Train Terminal" project. hardwares and softwares tech-
； n u m e r o u s and remarkable nologies used in custom. It was 
广at the bridge crossing the The building project consists first implemented in the Lowu 
t ^ n d a i ^ IS called "the first of many related civil works, and custom among all of the other 
$r」dg二 of the people s republic of most important of all the follow- customs. This scheme was the 
ph二na . Statistics shows that the ing building parts: first of the five major improment 
t^tal number of people passed 1 • The train terminal for and reform programs in 
througfj the Lowu-Shenzhen processing passengers, and Shenzhen. What we can see 
nni ^ I q nnn nnn^ (。J 980 was 2. A building accommodating from this is how serious the Chi-
only 39,000 000, which only the the Immigration, Custom and nese government concern the 
丄annua l sum was already Excise, and Police facilities was Lowu custom to ensure its 
higher than that. There was finished in October 1 982 fuildity 
40,850,000 persons passed 3. A two-tier cross-border • 
through the bndge in 1 994, footbridge was finished in April For the Hong Kong side, we 
= 二 n t h th= t广。htal Popula- 1 985 can see that theHong^Kong gov-
tion passed through China ,n that ernment has envisaged the fu 
year. The amount of peopi e Parallel to the vast increase ture needs of promoting more 
g，e d the bridge is highest in of people flow after 1 980’ the and more passenger and vehicle 
China，in Asia, and may also be in technology used in the customs traffic between Hong Kong and 
the world. were kept advanced, too. The China, especially Shenzhen. From 
, , . 」， improvement of these technolo- the excerpt from the governmen-
It IS evidenced that the phe- gies was aimed at 2 purposes: tal publication "A Consultative 
nome^ion of increased population 1 • Safety and security to Digest Territerial Development 
travailing from Hong Kong to ensure illegel customs, such as Strategy Review '96", it stated 
China IS due to the China Eco- smuggling, drug dealing can be 
n^mic Reform. The total number prevented. "...a father important concept is 
of people passed through the 2. Efficiency to allow passen- to provide new and upgraded cross-
Lowu bridge from 1 980 to 1996 gers to pass through can cooe border links, especially in the west-
was 350 million; and the percent- with the rate of increase each b^：：：：^；^^^^^"；：^" 
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Background 
Area, the new airport and port 
facilities on north Lantau and the 
areas of growth along the eastern 
and western banks of the Pearl River 
Delta. Such new links are essential 
to support and reinforce the hud 
functions of Hong Kong as a service 
center and entrepot for the wider 
region .... " 
Clearly, the Hong Kong gov-
ernment has realised the crucial 
needs of continuing the hub 
functions of Hong Kong in order 
to keep it prosperous. New 
transportation networks had 
been discussed and explored for 
years so that the ideas can be 
appeared in such review report. 
Nevertheless, it is really a pity 
that the custom check point be-
tween Lowu and Shenzhen was 
not mentioned for upgrading. 
The restriction of permitting 
people in mianland China moving 
to HK made no difference before 
and after 1997. The flow of 
people from provinces to prov-
inces in China is fundementally 
different from moving to HK. 
People in mainland China are free 
to move from place to place, 
whereas they need governmental 
permission in moving into HK. 
Inevitabily, after 1997, there 
will be more people in China are 
interested in visiting HK. They 
may be come in tour groups, 
either public or private organisa-
tions. 
Above, middle and below: Aerial 
views of Hongkong and Shenzhen 
border. What we can see is that 
the different scales of develop-
ment between Hongkong and 
Shenzhen, land in Hongkong's 
retricted area is highly "rural-
ised", while in Shenzhen is highly 
urbanised by Hongkong's 
bussinessmen. 
The Custom services between Hong Kong and China 
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Background Aerial Photos Showing the vast urban development of Shenzhen over the years 
編 
Aerial Photo of Lowu District taken in 1979 
m Aerial View of the Lowu border in ' " mumrntmmm^ 
Aerial Photo of Lowu District taken in 7 983 
7 
Ba^ground Pictures showing t he vas t urban deve lopment o f S h e n z h e n ^ v e r t he 
y e ^ s 
^ Above: view of existing Lowu 
麵 " - … . ‘ ‘ “ ‘ “ , terminal and the kowloon custom 
Right: aerial view of Lowu border 
• ^ K f / “ “ . .. „ zone in Shenzhen. Below up: 
B K i z 々 I …， * i , " " " L 3 B Map of Lowu from 1963-1978 
I P K ^ g : ? - - ； 輩 . I T iiir ^n^LJBm before the establishment of Spe-
^ m ^ ^ y m H ^ g i g g m i P ^ l ^ l ^ ^ i q ^ g dal Economic zone. Below down: 
T l f U f ^ ^ f f B 醫 ’ ’ ， M o d e l of city plaanning after the 
经 济 特 L ^ 成 > 7 . 前 之 卞 安 县 M iT, ；f , ,/ - 、 、 
^ ‘ A . ( ， , 
‘ \ , I , ： 、 ： ； 人 、 
“ ： v \ ^ Z 、 
一、、 一乂 ； 1 ‘ i P ^ . ： . - ^ , 
Z 广 ， r 一 —…，“ 厂 , . % J A „ -‘‘.-‘〜/ - ？ 
» ？ - ‘‘ / - i -
V … - ， . \ 1 ‘ 
… \ L'” I ： y 旧 例 
在、 … ” f , , - , '''' 




B a c k g r o u n d Population Growth of Shenzhen, the past and future 
As Shenzhen was quickly 
urbanlised parallel with the eco- ⑤三_水《! 
nomic reform, the population j、 . ( y ^ 八 \ 
boost happened just after the ) i 、 广 
80，s. Before Shenzhen became a ) 德困 ® 八） 、 ； ( V ( p r ^ 
SEZ, the total population was not 人 . . " . 、 乂乂憑_ V. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 嚇 
more than 20,000. After 1979, / V Z w t a / 
only the population in urban area 
was about 50,000, while the ^ ^ ^ 
whole city have about 80,000 湖 
What caused the population ^ ^ — 人 
growth in Shenzhen, on the one 0 5 ,。 
hand, may be by birth and influx 公里 w ^ - - - - - ？888 
of people from other provinces, 
but on the other hand, the shift 
of people from Shenzhen rural to 
urban area. These three factors 
help to increase the population of Population distribution of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone 1982 
Shenzhen, also help to urbanise 
the city, and also help her grow 
in size and maturity. “ ~ 
r - i / 三洲ra水厚 
I u l " ^ / 〜八. 
In the master city planning ] \ 氏 J .一' 、 
stradegy produced in 1981, the J ^ ^ ^ Xx ：“八 
target population in 1 990 would 广 .颂 } 、 y l , , 、 ) ^ ^ 
b y 00 thousand, and that in 
二 ： '沙二人 
Having so much people living _„oooo 
right adjoining north of our city, \ f r i ^ l t l l l Z 
Hong Kong, the crossing-border ？ 丨 … 八 〒 • • , ？ 二 二 二 : ： 
transportation must be 公电 
envisgaed in stradegic level，city 
planning level, as well as building 
design level. The future needs 
for individual border building will 
not only be promote good circu- Population distribution of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone 2000 
lation，but a good adoptability of 
the building to the fast and vast 
changing social and built 
e 门 viroment. 0 广‘^二洲 m 水 w 
Above, middle and below: Popula-
tion of Shenzhen in the past and 
future. What ive can see is the 
future projection of the city's 
population is developed along the Population density of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone 2 0 0 0 
area near to Hongkong. 
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_^k£ rOUnd Future Development on the transportation system onjvJorth New Territories 
Based on the "Territorial De- W r ^ / ' ^ ' r / , , ：”： ： - ’ 。 1 
velopment Strategy" prepared by "':•:'。：广；:'丄、、乂、 、、:"： m ^ 
the Hong-kong Government in 〜，尔'丨’ ‘ 、广w、\、、、、、 ^ 
1996, the future direction of de- ' , 。 , 广 ^ ^ 
veloping the transportation net- 、 , “ ‘ … “ N 、二、\jf 
working infrastructure was aiming . . 、 二 ' \ '之：二^ 
at linking HK to China better. Y ：二，/ / / ] " " " 
Two new cross-border stations i • • ± d ‘ 《 广 广 J 一 ‘、〒 
were proposed at Lok Ma Chau (落 私 ' ~ . ； v f i、、〜 
馬州）and Ling Ding Sea (怜订洋)• ^ J ^ / > ''',々〜 
These two cross-border check- \ \ ‘ > \ . ，、人 
points may help to reduce the ' / ^ ‘ 〜 ‘ 
traffic loads in Lowu checkpoint. ‘ X'' '' 、、 
However, even if these cross- 二々 / ‘ ‘ 《 、 “ 、 
border checkpoints were built, the 厂 一 一 . . K-^ ‘ 
traffic load for Lowu may not be .y • i '^vAt , 
reduced as if these newly built ‘ ‘ , ‘ ‘,』"^  《 
cross-border checkpoints were - ’ ’ - 飞 ^X^ ’、乂 
not linked to a popular place. The 人,< ':、、 ‘ ’ ' ‘ 么 一 二,, \ 
planned population growth and “ , 、〜‘广 ‘ 
distribution in Shenzhen hinted ‘：二’ ’ 、 〒八” 
that the Lok Ma Chau (落馬州） ^ ： ；：!：；^...^^^  ''」 
might be a future next important ^ ： : ~ 7 7 7 - 7 . ^  
place for crossing border. Strategic Highway Network* 
I一 I Baseline Strategic Road 
Another issue should be c o n - 曰 New Strategic Road Common To Scenario A and B 
sidered is the Shenzhen internal , ^ 
railway in. Location of the rail- ^ ^ Scenario A 
way stat ion will not be changed Scenario B 
as the network of railway is fixed. 
This implies that the importance [试：；-始：；/次终；^^^梦：“；：好玲/；溜！：；；裕巧,）-；：:； ; ; ; . 。 , , j ' ; : . : L : r ‘ 
of Lowu cross-border station will 二 • “ : ) . , ，' f . 
be continued to be an important ' 、 , / ' "^；…，V 广w 产 … 
point parallel to its adjoining in- 攀 漆 灼 誦 入 、 ， ^ ： ? . , ^ 
ternal railway station. : 、 * , / _ 爛 蹇 、 》 丄 二 
The advancement of trans- / “ ‘丄J,、）/ / J W ： \ 
portation infrastructure linkage ^ / 〜 ’ " : 、 ’ . ' 、 
not only promote passenger , 丄 . J ^ f ^ ' T X ^ ： ： ^ - '、^^^ ^ t , : . "、； 
movement from Hongkong to t / \ r ' ' ' , , ) 
China, but also from China to 〜:S — i Z . , X v T ^ . -
Hongkong. Even if the other 、 、. “ . , / f 
cross-border stations can allow ； 」 、、•‘ ：么 v - ,、 . 
people in mainland China to go to ’. ， • H T ^ I ^ ^ ^ i ^ - ‘ 〜 . ‘ K 
Hongkong, the Lowu checkpoint ^ .； ^ ^ ： ^ 八 ^ ^ ‘ , 
will still be the only place have , 、 、 ’ 、 — 、 、 
massive transportation inter- 1 。 \ ‘ “ 
change so that people in mainland . “ l , K f j : 、 
China can arrive. h ' • '..、 N ‘ 厂 
；r_r、- .. .V 广) - • ^ 
々 * �.―• 二 . ？ ^ 
二与= ： ； 咖 : ： . . ( ： ： 、 
Strategic Railway Network* 
Baseline Strategic Railway 
「— New Strategic Railway Development Proposal A and B 
丨—I Group C Project 
I — ^ Other Possible Strategic Link 
* In t h g e c e丁n e a r ; ; = a [ > = e 』 ; r = S t _ g y (^DS). there were two scenario proposed about the future regional development. 
bcenario A. Pearl River Delta as major economic catchment area of Hongkong 
Scenario B: Guangdong Province and other inner provinces as major economic catchment area of Hongkong. 
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Background Future development of Hongkong North District 
From the "A Consultative ‘ 々 “ ‘ '一 
Digest Territorial Development “义 - , , > 、 
Strategy Review ‘96”，the p o t e n - , “必 j N o r t h Push 
tial growth areas by "land-based" ^： — r * : 、 蒼 丄 料 ' ； V . o f 
by 2011 in Hongkong are scat- t ^ v 拜 ’ ^ r ^ Hongkong 
tered around the north district of ^ f ' M ^ L ‘々 、、 ^ ^ ^ p p u j a t l o n 
New Territories. There are 10 。貧？‘ 务2 • “ ： 、， 
spots of areas all over the north . ‘ 气 》 l [ (一 f ” 〜 ‘ ‘ ‘ 
district，and 4 of them are lo- ‘ I二 ：：? ‘— 
cated at the border zone. Popu- • ^‘产，雀二 〈移tf:》，f~ ' 广 〜 ； 、 — 
lation capacity estimated at the 、‘ 二 為 " J 入〜’ 、… 
border zone is 100,000. This — 。 ' • … 
development plan is a long-term Jf , 一 義 ; ^： ^ ' 奴 
一 * . m w 、—-:::..... 
ment and urbanisation of New 良 , f - / > y ,, % 、 • … ’ … ” 
Teritories's north district will be a r " 、 、 ‘ • — < -
= r o S p S = = i 二 0 = 广 r e Potent ia l S t ra teg ic Growth Areas • ^ — ‘ = 
weaken the sense of "restrict 〜PCV ' / ^ X ' ' … ……： ’ 、 ” 
area" over that area. Further- JW ‘ f \ 
more, 50 years after 1997，the \ \ f ^ 
border zone between Hongkong ‘ ^ (':,》4:丨'" $ \ J , i Z 二 ‘ 
and China will no longer be exist '；八：“：^:";: , ^ . ：广一 
anymore. This push of Hongkong ''一 *，/:::": shSsi / - 〜 ” 条 … * 
population towards north will not … 二 一 ， _ ‘ A ‘ 
happen only in future,but also a . " ^ y '^ r^ 7 ' ' 
development has been happening ”，， 
now. It is an continuing process ' ‘ ’ : / “ “ 
to merge the two places- / ‘ fc^ M J ^ , ' ' 
Shenzhen and Hongkong, and ^ ^ ^M®；-.. % C ‘ ‘ 
fhen Hongkong and China in the • ^ 
long run. This change of popula- —— \ ^ S m \ “ 
tion distribution will eventually 、 、 力 / 
then change the role of the \ k 譯 ’ J • f , 
Shenzhen-Hongkong border. [ ^ 
Assumed deve lopment pa t te rn for 2011 
F ^ ==R。ad EE3 A Basehne Road 徽 Special Industnal 
Network I 1 Rail Tes ted Network W Area (inclusing 
^ ^ Science Park, 
Industrial Estate) 
曰 s r " 曰 神 _ 籲 - - -
因 一 • 二 二 一 Qn _ B ^ e s s C e n . . 
-？ther Road link r ^ ^ Port … ^ m o Population 
Tested I ！ 人 a n d Job (in 
一 丨 mil l ion) 
I 1 Strategic Common 厂.r二. 1 Existing and 
‘ ‘Passenger Rail Commi t ted 
Development Area 
In '^sJenar io 'A- P ^ ^ r l ' Z T n (TDS), there were two scenario proposed about the future regional development, 
bcenario A. Pearl River Delta as major economic catchment area of Hongkong 
pc二an^ B: Guangdong Province and other inner provinces as major economic catchment area of Hongkonq 
In this diagram, the planned development is based upon scenario B. 
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Route of Departure from Hongkong Side 
Route of Arrival 什om Shenzhen Side 
Route of Vehicle on Street Level 
Route of Vehicle pass through the Flyover 
Building Blocks and Spaces 
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Different Annual / Seasonal Air Temperature Zones of Shenzhen 
.丨 风；f^ i m率 
i . •',〉〜〉，、、—一、、 ’r .'. ….一•> 
^ I ^ / / •<,•‘ • 、 / -< - • / 
I - 一 - Z - - — . . 、 、 \ i ^ ‘ LJk' 
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Change of Temperature over a year | Change of Wind Direction over a year 
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S i t e ^ n a l i ^ a — D a t a 
Shenzhen is located at the sub-tropical climatic 
zone, which have high humidity, rainfall and tern- Humidity 
perature. Seasonal climatic changes are obvious. 
= ^ h a ^ ^ t e d below coperates with the diagrams Humidity of the site is missing in the analysis 
厂々 Temperature: Wind Directions: 
々nnual Average Air Temperature:22.0°C。 Prevailing Wind Direction: SEE 1 7% 
Average Air Temperature (January) 14.1 C NEN 1 4。/ 
Average Air Temperature (July) 28.2°C NE 1 Z% 
Highest AirTemperature: 38.7。C Winter Wind Diection: ^ ^ ^n In 24。/。 
Lowest Air Temperatrue: 0.2 C NE 20% 
Summer Wind Direction: Still Air 27% 
R.inf.ii- SW 1 0% 
^ ^ ^ SEE 1 0% 
^n二，I Average Rainfall: 1933.2mm Spring Wind Direction: L e T i % 
二 s : 細 ： ？o'4 A _ m n Wind Direction: NEN 
Precipi tat ion days: 1 4 4 . 7 days Note: Wind Directions are much more affected by micro-
climate. 
w ^'i m t^ fi 询 t. m -. ma y^ir^ 免 • r~ “ — "“ — 
;'"-，. “：] ；〜:J tm： > . 
H . 卜 ： i ^ I 浏 \ , 
r • ； i . > ； >• ： ： • "…、 '：-\ - • \ 1 , 
-“ ^ > ； ： . • 
…I- 1 , ； : ；儿 膽 ； 、 . / . 
‘ ^ _ ^ 、、> 
‘ ‘ r - i ： M ？^ 。 、 《 ^ - ^ “ 彻 ; 
姿- .�...> f. ...Z < , . .,.,；• i J Xv, I ： -
！ ^ { j .e (- 1 U > • ：>V. ., . X... . . . 、 . . . . . . . 4 .....;...•〜."."•_< ^ 乡玄 “ - > .V； . y � . - n 1 5 •：： TS^ ^ 
Monthly Rainly Days, Rainfall and its Change Annual Rainfal Curve 
“ “• — -  — L ^ _  
“ ^ 产 ^ : ~ 了' \ Tj ；: 
L— ' - 、 〜 、 ， / ‘ ： 
•.， . . .：， 、.、 • • ： . t ^ • ^ 、：•-�. .f 一 ” ’ 〜 / I » •r 力 ^^  A ...^ / 
；^  、 - “ / - » . ^ y . ‘ . 拟 
…丨 （ ’ 、 ‘：二 /…齊 / V , 
. r . • •} . •••： . t “ , ‘ 、厂'C-^^f ,' 
i ^ ‘::： / : : '麗 ^ ^ ^〈： , 
、 n • . ‘ C v 、丄 ‘‘ - / 
、、\ ‘ ' … ， … . 
\ 、 \ 、 \ \ \ 、 、 — • — — ， ； I 
\ \ V \ y S '<:"-:«释 f 
% \\XV 厂 旁 、 ‘ “ wSSSm 
Annual Rainfal of Shenzhen ‘ ‘ 
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Site analysis Traffic Condition 
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Route of Departure from Hongkong side 。 40 so 120M ^ ^ 
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Site Analysis Traffic_Condj^on 
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The building will be the focus of future development — — x X / 
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Client and User Profile 
Client Prof i le which are custom department from the central off ice in 
and immigration department, Beijing. 
This is a project will will be the users of the place, 
proprably arouse a lot of atten-
tion both from the governmen- From the current news, it User Prof i le 
tal bodies involved as well as is been a great deal of uncer-
the general public. The client tainty on which governmental However，apparently the 
profile of the would not be a authority to control the project cannot be just be de-
single client; rather the client Shenzhen-Hongkong border. It signed and built without the 
would be formed by a pool of seems both of the government voices from the following par-
representatives come from have strong interest in taking ties: 
different parties. over the place. However, my 
assumption is that both the 1. Representative from 
It IS beyond doubt that the government will have the pres- Custom and Excercise Depart-
chent for this project should be tige to take care of the place. ment from Shenzhen govern-
consisted of goevenment bod- From that perspective, the ment 
i^ es from Hong Kong and custom office is the place 2. Representative from 
Shenzhen. Curently, the client where both government con- police and custom depart-
for the existing building in front and cooperate. ments from Hong Kong gov-
Hon^K广g side, surprisingly，is ernment. Now, the immigration 
t ” e Highways Department, and Therefore，it is assumed and emmigration department 
t ^ users of this building are that the client body should may be excluded from the list 
，Roya l Hong Kong Police consist of the following par- because the crossing this bor-
？ce，the Immigration and ties: der is no longer considered as 
Emm.grat.on Department, the emmigration anymore. 
Custom and Excercise Depart- 1 • Representative from 3. Representative from 
ment，and the Kowloon-Canton Hongkong Highways Depart- KCRC 
Railway Cooperation. For the ment, which is from the HK 4: Representative from 
Chir^? side, the client and user SAR Government. Ministry of Construction 
\ profile are comparatively more 2. Representative from Shenzhen Branch ， 
complicated and unpredictable. Immigration and Emmigration 5. Lastly, there should also 
It IS reasonable to assume that Bureau and Ministry of Con- be the representative from the 
Sim山ar governmental bodies, struction, which is city branch general public 
Client and User Profile 
余^^^^^？^气够‘"^ 丨 S r ^ h e n M u n i c i p a l H o n g k o n g SAR 
r [ > r ^ ^ r i o m ? " ^ Government 
I 匆,严、 1 ,沙，, i f e ^ ,‘, 番港f^ W 
『 h e n z h ^ ^ H e 囊 丨、, ⑩餐 ^ 
靠 ： S h e n z h e n Po,ice | 
厂 ‘ ‘ 
' i — ‘ . / • , , ‘ “ ‘ 
Shenzhen Public ？ , 
S e c u r i t y 
武警 — _ _一 ‘ 
• . . . .…. . '>:：：<•；：• “ * * ^ " * " * " •…丨• ‘ — — « • — , I !• ••[! •Mirr 
" 厂 … 、 … ‘‘ , Hongkong Custom 
： Shenzhen Custom Department* 
O f f i c e * I 
I 海關 •、.. - ； 
f,二 。z Hongkong Police “ 
, ‘ ‘ - ‘ - p . , , . Force 
\ “ 、 : ： ； , … z 
z Z , Z:, t 
I,II 二. . . . . . ^ - . . . . / / / ' , / ‘ 
HK I m m i g r a t i o n 
U ： / Depar tment 
I 一 ^ .二 — ； 1 雄 
斤-广 「： ‘ A现 ’ 
、’…：，、、‘：取;(難次 I ？ /‘义；…/'/,,,'乂 ,々"，y , 
( ； : “ 响 耕 ——..........、。.-(':V,::〉,r 
、 、 二 _ _ _ _ _ 
Kowloon-Canton Railway 
Cooperation 
I ^ \ ， ； 、 、 m ^ ^ m m 
China/ Shenzhen side Hong Kong side 
Diagram of Proposed Client/ User Profile 
I Users CZT) Client 
Most Important User Most Important Client 
E i a Second Important User d：：) Second Important Client 
[I：：] Third Important User C D Third Important Client 
* Immigrat ion Depar tment may be excluded f rom the user group in this project as the nature of this border will not be a count ry border anymore. 
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Mssion，Goals, Issues and Concepts 
Mission will still be exist and be insisted formed as its literal meaning, 
TL in the foreseeable future. "cross-border" checkpoint, but 
The primary mission of this also a buiding that arouse na-
building project is to redevelop b. It is believed that there tional and world-wde attention 
t ^ cross-border checkpoint so will still be slight increses annu- as it will be the checkpoint locatd 
that the new building can serve ally of passengers passsing within one country, but ironically 
af a new object for celebrating through the Lowu checkpoint, the world's largest checkpoint in， 
^he return of sovereignty of even afte the establishment of the world. To make a building go 
Hongkong to China. other new checkpoints. beyond its basic performance 
, , . requirements, there may still be 
Having that premise mission i. People's inertia to go to rooms for architect to explore 
put forward, this building should China through Lowu, as the dis- the following aras: 
be performed in a good condi- tr ict near this place in Shenzhen a. this building's cultural 
tion to process passengers effec- is highly commercialised and ur- meaning 
tively and efficiently, to be de- banised. b. this building's impact to 
signed and built in a way to re- ii. There will still be the mojor its urban fabric to Shenzhen in 
sponse to the surrounding tra叩osrt interchange connects current and future stage 
enviroment, so that not only the up to other regions in China. This • 
process of cross-border would br complete set of infrastructure 
improved, as well as the sur- will performe the Lowu dsitrict as Issues 
rounding enviroment would also a hub to that area, which is 
be improved. unique and will not be replaced The goals stated above can be 
「 L by other cross-border check- summaried and elaborated in 
Futhermore, as this is a place points easily. some keyterms as isues 
of memory, the memory of a • 
great event happened in a Chi- Thus ’we can conclude is 1. Circulation 
nese place, the question of "cul- that the number of people pass 
t「al identity", may emerged to through the Lowu cross-border This building project is primarily 
this project. There is not any checkpoint will be increased still concerns about the issue of cir-
fixed way in general to all build- in future. culation 
ing projects to desgn with “ 
"cutlturaj identity". But, inter- On the other hand, the cur- a. Passsenger circulation 
esting’ the awareness of it may rent provision of cross-border 
result a better meant building. facilities for the Hongkong side is The issue of passsenger circula-
enough to cope with the magni- tion is primarily efficiency and 
广 tude of people passing through effectiveness, and also the mat-
boa is the border. The problem they ter of waiting space and minimi-
are facing is not about the provi- sation of bottle neck. 
Missions of this projects is sion of dead facilities, but the 
i^s^ e^d and explained further in the provision of staff that allocated The circulation route can be clas-
following as project goals. to the checkpoint. sified by departrue and arrival, 
1 DA如“ ‘ 」 the sequence of walking through 
1 • Both governments wanted to Other than the cross-border different spaces can be seen is 
improve the enviroment of the checking process, there should the vice versa of each other 
cross-border checking process be some other facilities that re-
between Hongkong and China at lated to it as service facilities, to Departure 
Lowu. improve the condition of cross- KCRC platofrm and concourse 
border checking. This may in- immigration and custom processing 
Related to this issue, there elude duty free shops, place for hall on Hongkong side 
are some facts that should be waiting and resting snacks Footbridge connecting HK and China 
mentioned here as some basis of shops, and to i le ts， 丨Shenzhen River 
discussion Immigrationa nd custom processing 
• . . hall on China side 
But it is important to note that Transitional space on China side 
a. The future precedrues of the scale of this kind of provision 
crossing Hongkong - China border is far more less than the other Arrival 
have not fixed yet. Currently, kinds of massive transport inter- Transitional space on China side 
representatives from Hongkong change passenger terminal build- immigrationa nd custom processing 
and Chinese Government had ing. As this kind of commercial ！ C h i n a side 
been actively met to discuss this spaces can be provided by the Footbndge connecting HK and China 
r n a s ^ r r r r H ^ ' r ^ T ' for urban spaces next to the build-丨⑴“⑴“丨 ^ /「日“^门^二：。…essing 
二ng smart card as travelling ing. hall on Hongkong side 
document. However, the fact is KCRC platofrm and concourse 
that restriction of pass through 3. This building will not only per-
the Hongkong and China border 
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Mssion，Goals, Issues and Concepts 
Adding to that issue of form, 4. Stmctual System other, 
the form should reflects the cul-
tural identity of Chinese architec- Post and beam framework is Finally, these preliminary 
ture. It may somewhat board selected as the basic concept of concepts, issues and goals are 
and vague, and its up to indi- the design scheme due to 2 rea- just the primary awareness of hte 
vidua丨 people's perc印tion. How- sons. architectural design problem, 
ever, the unique quality of tradi- The statement above are sub-
tional Chinese architecture is a. the imitation form tradi- jected to be altered, changed 
clearly relfected in its structural tional Chinese architecture added and elaborated as design 
setting，and the kind of space b. the short construction goes along, 
that created by it. time and the limitation of the site 
There may be 2 options for 
Concepts the structural system. 
1 • Modularity of processing halls a. Reinforced Concrete 
in the building. framework, which bears a more 
appropriate appearence to the 
i. Immigration and Emigration formality of this building project, 
processing counters while it takes longer time to con-
ii. Custom and Excise struct. 
Counters b. Structural Steel framework 
m. Basic module of design There may be potential of 
promoting flexibility reduce the time of constrcution 
by introducing structural steel 
This module can be best ued framework. Then, metal cladding 
on the basic structural module of is used as enclosure material, 
the existing building, which is 9 x This may result an interesting 
1 0 meters bay. combination of tradtional Chinese 
architecture spatial feeling and 
the Modern technology material. 
2. Ease and Clearity of move-
ment through the border check-
Point. 4. Construction Phasing 
i. Visual linkage to enhence Three phases are introduced 
clearity - vision to waiting people to the building process, 
in front, vision to queueing a. First phase, the immigra-
movement. tion and processing hall, and the 
II. Faciliite people movement footbrdige linking the two. as 
process - retails shops, food well as the transition al space at 
court, restaurant, and etc. Shenzhen side. 
iii. Announcement system in b. Second phase, the exten-
public spaces - which may help to sion of the immgration and 
orientate and entertain people processing hall. 
when waiting and queueing. c. Thrid phase, the KCR Lowu 
station. 
3. Flexibility to change of building 
accomodation in future. 5. Circulation separation 
i. The exact number of pas- Efficiency and effectiveness 
sengers passing through the bor- of people circulation is not only 
der cannot be predicted pre- enhenced by just providing large 
cisely. There should be room for space, but also to minimise the 
extension od changing the build- conflict opposing circulation di-
ing to be other usage. rection. 
ii. Potential linkage to the In this case，the circulation of 
other places the building should departure and arrival passengers 
provided, as to promote a better are separated. What links be-
direction to the other adjoining tween the two is just visual link-
buildings. age, so that they can see each 
other but not walk opposed each 
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B m l d m ^ o g r a m B u i ^ g J S p a t m l K o m p o n e n t s 
Def in i t ion of Components the only free area for are located on platform 
passenger circulation level to assist passen-
In order to decribe effec- and waiting, and is in gers boarding and 
tively the space required for each fact the transitional alighting trains, 
of the various functions and ac- zone between the plat-
tivi二ies of the development, in- forms and the immigra- 3. Immigration processing facili-
duding station facilities, immigra- tion and custom ties, 
tion and customs facilities, office processing zone. The Being located at the 
areas，and community services concourse should be border，passengers 
have been determined, and the closely associated with moving in either direc-
spatial relationship of the various the communal facilities tion are required to 
element to each other have been provided in the station. check their travelling 
set forth in the material which Being a terminal and document for both leav-
folows. The requirements are located at the border of ing and coming into the 
defined as spaces or areas two different places, border of Hongkong 
comtaining functions or activities passengers movements Immigration desks are 
which have a special physical are continous in the usually arranged in lines 
relationship to each other. Each North or South direc- to check passports 
pnnciple component - composed tions, it is proposed visas and Hongkong 
of sub-components correspond- that the station should Identity Cardsm and 
ing to various sub-ordinate activi- have two seperate con- passengers will move in 
ties. course to avoid confu- cannels each leading to 
sion in circulations. a immigration desk. 
Platforms are standard Passengers leaving the 
List of Components 300m long and 8 m immigration deaks will 
It IS also important to note wide with 4m strip clear be moving in confined 
that some of these componets width between edge of circulation and waiting 
j^ay be needed for both the the platform to any areas leading to custom 
Hongkong and Shenzhen sides of structure. Platform checking points Inter-
the border. The spatial building provide space for circu- view rooms and reten-
components listed below may lation and for passen- tion such as the ICAC 
sorted in somewhat a decending gers alighting and are provided for blank-
order of significance. All of the boarding trains. All listed passengers for 
components listed below are platforms should be questioning Usually 
served areas, whereas all services clear of passengers due to the tedious ’ 
areas are implied by calcalation. where there is no train. checking procedures, 
Platform levels are con- there is a tendency for 
] • Railway station facilities, plat- nected to the con- the accummunlation of 
forms and concourse course levels by vertical passnegers at the immi-
Railway station - This circulation means such gration checking areas, 
component includes two as escalators and stairs. Abundant space should 
levels of activities, the According to govern- be provided for hte ar-
c ^ n f u r s ? level and ment standard，one lift rival and departure halls, 
platform level. should be provided on 
Concurse level - The each platform for hand卜 It is evidenced that the 
principle function of the capped people. number of passengers 
concourse is to provide passing through the 
space for the move- 2. Station control and operation immigration checking 
ment of people to and offices. points at the Lowu ex-
from the trains and for This includes a list of ceeds that at the Kai 
activities associated offices connected with Tak Airport of 
f h that movement operation of trains and Hongkong everyday. In 
The main activity is that the KCR section of the fact, the Lowu check-
of paying the fares, so terminal on both con- point is the busiest 
that t，concourse course and platform cross-border checkpoint 
must house booking level. This includes of- of the world 
offices’ ticket machines fices for KCR officers • 
and control byr iers to station controllers, 4. Custom excise facilities, 
ej^ab e the tickets to be ticketing staff and gen- Being located at the 
choked a^ passengers eral staff ofr the pas- border, passengers are 
e「ter and leave the senger handling and required to check their 
platforms For the spe- circulation. Special luggage for both leaving 
c:fic condition in Lowu, rooms such as the plat- and coming into the 
the concourse will be form supervisor's booth borde of Hongkong. 
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Building Program Building (Spatial) Components 
These facilities are pro- and a centralised goods 1 4. Mechanical and service areas 
vided in defined and delivery system across This component con-
enclosed areas with the border should be sists of machanical 
custom checking facili- provided. Restaurants, rooms such as 
ties to examine their fast food shops, bars mechancial/ electrical 
luggage and for taxa- should be provided for platrooms, workshops 
tion. North bound pas- food and drinks. Other transformer rooms, sig-
sengers leaving the cus- shops, such as newspa- nal f itters rooms and 
torn checking points will per and book store, etc. for the opration of 
be moving in confined soveneir shops, and the trains. The services 
paths leading to the duty free shops should for the building will be 
footbridge across the be provided. controlled by a Building 
gorder，where as south Automation System, 
bound passengers will 9. Travellers' aids. which monitors the air-
be dischared into con- With the growing of the conditioning, refrigera-
course waiting for the tourist industry in China, tion plants, air handlgin 
south-bound tram to travel information of- units, mechanical venti-
Hongkong. fices such as the China lation cabinet, public 
r n I. n . , 。 Travel Agency and lighting system, lift and 
5. Police Branch and Security. Hongkong Tourist Asso- escalators, water and 
For the general ciation offices should be fire services, 
maintainance law and provided. 
y d e r at the station. 1 5 Maintainance Depot. 
Observation posts and 10. Banks and Money exchange. A maintainance shed 
interview rooms shouild To provide travellers of together with side 
be provided. facilities for money with- tracks for temporary 
draw or deposit and cur- storage general 
6. Government offices other than rency exchamge at the maintainance and clean-
immigration and customs. border. ing of trains 
This component includes • 
offices fsuch as Inde- 11. Luggage handling. 1 6. Residential Facilities, 
pendent Commission This component in- This component pro-
Agamst Corruption, gov- dudes the mailing of vides temporary resi-
ernment clinic, including luggage to China and dential facilities for sta-
vacciniation rooms, and the delivering of lug- tion staff and 
^ffices of the Political gage across the border governemtn official in 
爱ection of the Police to the Shenzhen Sta- case of typhoon or in 
Force. tion. A temporary lug- peak periods of the year 
7 广 _ ‘ .,.. gage storage space when the operation 
7. Communal facilities. should also be provided. hours are extended. 
These facilities should 
be easily accesssible to 1 2. VIP rooms and press inter- 1 7. Car parking Facilities, 
the waiting areas at view rooms. Car parking facilities 
concc^urs? level to meet Provides temporary should be provided for 
traye」lers needs This working rooms for im- government officials 
jl^di^des post offices, portant geovenment and station staff and for 
banks and money ex- officials and delivery of supplies for 
Change ottices. bussinessmen travelling hte functioning of the 
across the border. station. 
8. Commercial Shops and Restau-
rant. 1 3. By-pass immigrant transport 
A wide range of shops services, 
for durable and non- This service is incorpo-
durable goods should be rated into Lowu station 
provided within the sta- to transport immigrats 
tion to provide buying to other countries from 
facilities especially for China direct ly t o Kai Tak 
home visitors. Goods Airport froim the border 
such as food, daily use so that they will not 
Items such as clothes, stay in Hongkong, 
and household utensils Waiting space and 
should be obtainable. coarch services will be 
Large display area is provided, 
required at the shops 
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B i ^ b b l e ^ i a g r a m o p ^ 
• • 
Z • • 
• • • 
• Luggage Handling 
Arrival and Deaprture Hall 
Car Parking Communal Facilities 
Facilitieis 
•J 1 Commercial Shops and Restau-
1 
• By-pass immigrannt 
2 Transport services Immigrat ion and Custom processning 麗 
: ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Pofce Branch and Secu-
(Shared by both HongKong and l^Htf 
Shenzhen) 難 
翁 ； , ‘ G o v e r n m e n t offices 
t急 ，, The Shenzhen-Hong kong Border ^ m e r than immigration 
• and customs 
！H^ 
• Station Control and ‘ , “ 4 
參 Operation Offices ‘ Travellers' Aids 
• 1 
；Mechanical and S e J c e l KCR Concourse ‘ and Money E x - ‘ , 
• ^ M g e 
: Maintainance Depot J ^ V l ^ o o m s and press interview 
： ^ ^ Zm - ^ t ~ 
A • • 
Car Parking ^ • • > 
Facilit ies t^ • • E 
ra • • < 
L §• • • 呂 Legends 
： i ：：| I 
• o 丨 ••丨 E 鲁春參 Road Lines 
• I 
• 老 丨 • • 丨 • 
• i ••丨 • Passenger Flow 
• 丨 • • i Direction ； •• • 
• 丨 • • I —— 
L j i • • L — — 」 
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B u b b l e l D i a g r a m ^ ^ ^ Op t i on 2 
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• • ^ ^ B m m u n a l Facilities 
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• • Immigra t ion and Custom processning • 
• • Shenzhen Government offices • 
• • other than immigration • 
• • ijnd customs • 
I — — j 
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: : — — • ^ m r ： 
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Schedule of Accomodation 
Density 
广 ^ No. of Area (s.m. per 
Component Occupants Space Description (s.m.) person) 
Concourse and Platform 
Departure 10000 Waiting / Circulation space for 10000 passengers, 2000 0.2 
Concourse with ticketing facilities, gates and barriers, space 
provided for vertical transportation 
Toilets: female - Ventilated 70 _ 
male - Ventilated 70 _ 
AmVal 10000 Waiting / Circulation space for 10000 passengers, - 0.2 
Concourse with ticketing facilities, gates and barriers, spaces 
provided for vertical transportation 
Toilets: female - Ventilated 70 _ 
male - Ventilated 7q _ 
Platform - 3 x standard 300m long _ _ 
Station Control and Operation 
Station Manager's 1 For 1 Senior Railway Officer II 20 -
Office 
Control Office 1 For 1 Railway Officer II _ Q 
1 Staff . 6 
Control Equipement _ g 
General Office 4 For 4 Railway Officers III doing normal office work in 20 5 
connection of the station 
Ticket Office 10 10 windows maximum, ticket store 70 -
security area and counter 70 -
Avenue Collecting - g 
Room ‘ 
Telecommunica- 2 6 _ 
tion and signalling 
room 
"I On Station Control fi _ 
CCTV Room 
3 1 platform each 3 x 8 -
Platform inpsector 
room/ store 




room - Male: 2 w.c. _ _ 
- 1 urinal _ _ 
Staff Toilet - 2 w.b. _ _ 
- Female: 2 w.c. _ _ 
- 2 w.b. _ _ 
Store Room 
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Schedule of Accomodation 
Density 
广 ^ No. of Area (s.m. per 
Component Occupants Space Description (s.m.) person) 
Immiaratrion Processing FacilitiR<; 
Departure 10000 Waiting / Holding space 2000 0 2 
Hall • 
Arrival Hall 10000 Waiting / Holding space i OOO -
Immigration Offic- 1 1 q _ 
er's Office 
Processing Hall 60 2 x 30 Channels 120 2 
Enquiry cubicles - For confidential enquiries 1 〇 -
Detention Room - For detention of illegal immigrant 1 o -
Stand by / Next 15 For Stand by Staff 60 -
Room 
15 4 
Staff changing 4 -
room 
- Male: 2 w.c. _ _ 
Staff Toilet 1 urinal 
2 w.b. 
Feamie: 3 w.c. 
3 w.c. 
“ - - 5 
Store Room 
Custom Excise Facilities 
Custom Counters 15 10 counter for departure 30 2 s.m. 
5 counter for arrival per 
Custom Inspection 1 10 counter 
Stand by / Rest - 2 units for departure and arrival 40 
Search Room - 2 units, each 10 s.m. 20 ‘ 
Revenue Collect- - 2 units, each 10 s.m. 20 _ 
ing Room _ 
Observation Office - 2 units, in custom halls ZO 
Staff changing 4 Male: 2 w.c. I q “ 
room 1 urinal 2.5 
2 w.b. ‘ 




Schedule of Accomodation 
Density 
广 ^ No. of Area (s.m. per 
Component Occupants Space Description (s.m.) person) 
Police Branch and Security 
Duty Office 4 including report room 20 -
Police Inspector's 1 1 q _ 
Room 
Interview Room - 1 0 -
Stand By / Rest - 1 0 -
Observation Post 2 1 0 -
Changing Room 2 5 5 
Staff Toilet - Male: 1 w.c. 5 _ 
1 urinal 
1 w.b. 
Female: 1 w.c. 
1 w.b. 
Government Office 
ICAC Room - Questioning and Detention 1 〇 -
Clinic and Nursery - For vaccination and First Aid 10 _ 
Communal Facilitip<; 
Post Office - - ^ 
0 -
Public Telephone - 10 units i n 1 
Boothe Iu I 
Commercial Shops and Restaurant 
1 0 Rental Shops - Retails shops for food, clothes, household, 5 x 3 0 -
ultansiles, soveniors and book stalls 
Duty Free Shop- - Incoperated in departure restricted areas ^n -
pers 
600 Meal services, kitchen included «onn -
Restaurant 
100 1 sells soft drinks 200 2 
2 Lounge Bar 1 sells spirits and wines each 
- Take Away Food 
Fast Food Shop ^q 
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Schedule of Accomodation 
Density 
广 No. of Area (s.m. per 
Component Occupants Space Description (s.m.) person) 
Traveller's Aid 
China Travel - For ticketing and China travelling information 20 -
Agency 
Hongkong Tourist - Travelling Information 1 〇 -
Association 
General Enquiries - 1 2 -
Baggage Handling 
Luggage mailing - With transport system to train 50 _ 
office 
Temporary lug- - For temporary storage of luggage for tourist 50 -
gage store 
VIP rooms and press interview rooms 
Government VIP - For government officials 20 _ 
厂oom 
Reception room - 2 units 40 -
VIP rooms - 30 -
Press conference - - 20 -
room -
By pass immigrant waiting rnnm 
By pass immigrant - With security corridor to car park 20 -
waiting room 
Mechanical and Service Ama 
Mechanical and - For plant rooms transformer rooms - 一 
Service Area 
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Schedule of Accomodation 
Density 
广 No. of Area (s.m. per 
Component Occupants Space Description (s.m.) person) 
Maintainance Depot 
Civil, mechanical - Mainenance of station 20 -
and electrical 
workshop / store 
room 
- For maintainence of signalling and communication 20 -
Signal fitter's system 
room 
- For maintainance of overhead line equipement - _ 
Overhead line 
equipement work-
shop / storeroom - 300m long siding for temporary parking of train - _ 
Siding of track 
Residentail FaciHtip.f； 
Quarter for traffic - To provide accomodation for traffic operation staff 30 x 10 30 
operation staff during typhoon and emergency 
Quarter for Perma- 1 0 To provide accomodation for 10 permenent way 30 x 10 30 
nent way gang gang staff 
Car Park 
Car Park - Existing _ _ 
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Preliminary Design Studies 
Concept of Queuing 
‘暴 One essential part of the 
‘ 、 » V \ ‘ t building is queuing - in the scope 
‘ 、 * ^ * * » * of circulation. The average of 
、 • • . i people crossing this border per 
备•• * ‘ 》 •“*•秦"參• ： day in 1994 is 120,000, which is 
^ ‘ 、•‘ ‘ 、 ‘ ® ‘ ‘ •• * ‘ more than that in the Hongkong 
, l i 、 “ “ “ • • 孤 K a i Tak airport. Moreover, this 
• V A Lowu checkpoint is the world's 
biggest checkpoint in the world, 
_ ‘ : by the number of people crossed 
l i i 厂 办 ‘ 1 I、\ through. 
f ； 1 I f f ？ \ This disgram shows the pat-
^ 1 / 1 4 jL；/!^ ^ \ tern of people in queuing up in 
严，严 fP ， 效 % ' 、 」 并 脅 p r e p a r i n g passing through a 
/ : ; I ^ ’ \ counter. Altogther six zones can 
/ i i \ be seen from this analytical 
• 一、 / •一食；外 ； , ^ “ fWt i i ^ ' , . \ disgram. What we can do for 
/ ‘ — 说 ： 、^^^^^ ： • 、 that is to provide enough room 
丨 • 、 “ ； . and help to organise this pattern. 
Concept of a l igh t ing 
In alighting KCR train in Lowu 
- terminious, people alway fright 
for the others in order to catch 
n ”， 叩 with the queue to immigration 
；( j I n r i counter, and so forth. 
；; 丨: ；‘ Futhermore, there are alway 
合…二 t n f]〜、...：: 丨 conflict of people movement 
'‘ ’ j f ' i : 条 像 w h e n people alighting the train 
‘ ； t ~ 粉 玄 meet with people want to get on 
\.、:，/一’、 . y , 一 、 the train. 
^ T ^ ^ 、广少 Conceptually, in order to 
. — ' W - solve this crash problem, princi-
- - 、 ^ _、？ ：“； … pie of segragatio门’ can be ap-
— ~ ~ 一 、 二 : - ’ '“： plied. This object of segragation 
、泰 -芒〜、,can be a series of gatea, hand-
：二 . 〜 无 H '''I rails, or even walls. 
‘ \ 
Concept of Connect ion 
、； While people arrived at the 
: : r、 city of Shenzhen, they need to 
‘ take other means of transporta-
- tion, like long distance coaches, 
t: buses, minibuses, trains, or tax-
- ies. In the existing condition, 
‘1^二一一 一 there is a flyover connecting the 
“ ： ― * 二 … 一 一 … ， entrance of the custom office at 
\ 八 - 〜 — ‘ ‘ 、〜一 the first level. However, this is 
^ P ^ ' V ^ ' H ^ / f ^ m f^ not a drop off area of the build-一 ‘ 、.；ii:f II ‘ ing, vehicles are just pass by the 
， 、 - ： : 丨 ’ . . ； ; b u i l d i n g . 
"气贫 f 坊 T h e r e is also another huge 
忍 : & .ul- • queue of taxies waiting in front 
“ ^ “ -科 * of the exit at the street level. 
These are actually indication of 
how we should connection the 
end of the custom office better 
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A r c h i t e c t u r a l ^ r e c e d e n t s ^ t u d i e s Border stations 
" f " 厂 \ ::…:】, , + 
〜/yf"' ‘ , 一 - ？一, - — .L.一 i ^ 
, , o f border stifle illegal immigration and ment f u n c t l ^ " - ^ ' ^ ? ® ^ ^ ^ ^ 
StatTO-mentioned below are ex- support the increased traffic buildings, often a v i s i t o H i l ^ ^ l 
cerpted fo rm Reed Kroloff , generated by NAFTA. first encounter with the U.S. 
tional People and regional s ^ i - Moreover, border stations government, play an impor-
tivitv are combined in do7Rn^ nf f Vu.'^ta^l^^.ZV^' ambassadorial role, and 
nPw hnrHf^r c t^ t innc hul i t h、, t h^ t ^ U.S. Customs Service, GSA expects the facilities to 
二 bo,der stations built by the the Immigration and Naturali- convey "the permanence 
federal government to support zation Service, the U.S. De- strength, diginity [and] good 
trade and stifle illegal immigra- partment of Agriculture, and will... which befit a great 
tion , Arch i tecture: AIA journal, a range of other agencies democratic nation." At 300-
January 1 996 , pp96-1 01 such as the Drug Enforce- plus pages, the agency's 
ment Agency. The stations guidelines are extensive, 
Americans have never must be designed for work- covering everything from site 
agreed on the purpose of tp process arge numbers development to signage, 
their borders: are they inter- 二 international travellers, 
nationalist bridges or isola- reviewing paperwork as well The guidelines reflect an 
tionists walls? In the last as cargo Larger stations, attempt to prod both bureau-
decade, the promise of the ？ ? as the facility at San crats and architects into 
North American Free Trade 丫^丨」•；。’ docu- producing higher-quality 
Agreement (NAFTA) and the menj up to 24,000 people architecture. Architects for 
realities of massive illegal P®' day. And when finished, the stations are selected 
immigration have only hard- 广? expan产d station at through an RFP process in-
ened differences of opinion C，exico，California, will be volving the GSA and other 
Within this context, c o n g r e s s f J ^ 二groc〒 more than agencies. "The alternative 
directed the General Services 250,000 trucks annually. wa a cookie-cutter approach 
Administration (GSA) in 1988 tl^ to border stations," GSA 
to begin a $353 million up- These program require- Chief Architect Edward Feiner 
grade, called the Southwest "；are what make border explains. 
Border Initiative, of more f a二ns _ even small ones -
than 50 stations along the architecturally challenging. GSA wanted buildings to 
United States-Mexico border, J s i^esign guidelines reflect the unique regional 
to include the design and f ^ the buildings, driven by characteristics of each site, 
construction of 1 6 new ^ competing requirements not surpriseingly, the new 
crossing facilities. Six others security, trade, and na- projects demonstrate admira-
have been built on the United 丨mage, seem contra- ble design diversity and ear-
States-Canada border dictoty. Architects are di- nest intentions. They are 
rected that stations "should generally conservative, how-
The expanded border exfjress a cordial ever, ducking the dynamism 
presence is intented both to we com‘，，yet should also and controversy that charac-
reflect serious law enforce- terize American culture. 
Above: Rainbow Bridge, New York 
Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates (HHPA) ’々’ 
have proposed a bride for their renovation ‘ ‘ 雄 
and expansion of the rainbow Bridge sta- , , " … /欲 
tion at New York's Niagara Falls. Echoing " 〜 - ‘ 練 為 
the horseshoe trace of the falls, HHPA lifts - 乂 … . “ 一 ― 〜 丄 〜 各 一 r；'；-"^^ ‘ 
a sweeping arc of glass-and-stell-wrapped ,二 '势' 
oriented in an embracing gesturJ°wit'h the ‘ " ^ 
A^the ph!rr[\e!aTpoint of entry ty . • " " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ P B S B B B B H ： t ^ J T ^ ^ l l f c 
Marrmon mok Architects, barrel-vaulted 、 ^ ^ ： , W i n f m » 
forms and a curving entry are more diffi- ‘ ) .一〜 • , 夕 — \ I 'V ^ M ^ ' i y ^ 
cult to claim as vernacular fomrs，but the ' 、 . 《 - -
= Z = — r e g i n a " y p o 一 a r 〜 复 ^ ‘ 了 _ _ 
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Architectural Precedents Studies Border s ta t ions 
WJm ^ ‘ ； r ^ rH i i J^P h h H ^ V " \ - i 
二,二=1》^【-Minne- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
s。ra 丨】1^七：—二一 ‘，威'--：.......—..'^Jl — … 巧 
Below: Naco, Arizona ‘ 丨 
. 云 ~ ^ ^ ^ \ 
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Architectural Precedents Studies Berlin Architecture after the Wall 
H s i o n or even debate was arised suburbs on the peripheriy of the 
after the fall of the Berlin Wall, or city, coupled with the renewal of 
more precisedly, after the reunifi- exisitng urban areas and the re-
lat ion of Germany. However, furbishment of around 270,000 
seldom was heard in the past flats in panel-system high-rises; 
years about the architectural c. construction of offices 
profession on the future of the and commercial buildings, par-
HK-Shenzhen built enviroment. I ticularly in the Central (Berlin-
personally considered that was Mitte), tiergarten and 
owing to the commercial expo- Charlottenburg districts; 
豫 今 s u r e was so overwhelming, and it d. the planning of new 
has overwritten the interlectual parliament and government facili-
exploration of architecture. ties in Spreebogen and 
^ ^ ^ iiiiiiiiii I i i i i i immm^mmm^^m Spreeinsel. 
What mentioned below is a 
The differences and survey of what happened in Ber- These four focal points are 
similarities of Berlin in West and lin after the demolition of the demostrating the opporunities 
East Germany and Lowu in China Wall in the book "Ed. Alan arised formthe political reunifica-
and Hong Kong Balfour, Wor/d Cities, Berlin, Hans tion of West and East Germany. 
Stimmanm, Urban Design and These opportunities are not only 
As an appropriate compari- Architecture - After the Wall, about surficial symbolism but 
son between the need for urban Architectural Design Acedemic some praticality for buildings to 
design and architecture, the ba- Editions, pp.48-53." Stimmann support and sustain people's 
SIC common ground in both mentioned the complex planning needs- from political to commer-
places IS that，Berlin and Lowu, and building programme has four cial, from housing to infrastruc-
are undergone an official reunifi- focal points: ture. 
cation. A future, either foresee- a. the reconstruction and 
able or unforeseeable, and either modernisation of transport and Still, there are some architec-
is hope or is grave, is pushing us, services (including mainline and tural examples ilustrates the po-
architects to explore our creativ- suburban railways, the under- etic meaning of Berlin Wall A re-
j jy in the built enviroment. What ground system, roads and created, re-interpreted Berlin 
happened entirely different, even bridges, tramways, sewage and Wall project was done by Mor-
tj^e situation are seemed to be telecommunications); phosis in between Tiergarten (on 
the same almost, is that, b. the provision of hous- the West) and hte DMZ empti-
tremedous architectural discus- ing and infrstructure in the new ness (to the East). 
IBEiflfiir 
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^ h i t e c t u r a l Precedents Studies Berlin Architecture after the Wall 
The statement below is ex- to the East, too) bridging the theatre etc. The project's exter-
^racted from Morphosis's own datumof the original wall, now a nal surfaces would undergo daily 
description of the project. trench, a void, an inverted nega- transformations as artists (West 
‘ tive wall. As one moves through on East and East on West) 
Our proposal is a fragment the pedestrain walkways, this worked continuously 
of a new wall, itself an occupied possibility recurs at regular incre-
zone. The proposed project ere- ments as one is able to move Scaled to reflect its edge 
ate? a social conduit encouraging perpendicular to the wall condition and its location adja-
，rm s lenght debate and allowing preceiving both East and West cent to the Brandenburg Gate 
二or continous human interaction. and enabling one to experience this project is conceived as a ’ 
On，occupies the space of the the city as a connected entity. connective strcuture stitching 
wa . Though free to occupy the together the Tiergarten (on the 
wall and to vio ate its boundaries, This [roje ct was designed West) and the DMZ emptiness 
one IS ultimately trapped within prior to the demise of the Berlin (to the East). Our intention was 
Its confined and proscribed na- Wall. Given political considera- to create a mending wall of sorts. 
ture. Upon entry one has a tions at that time, the project a permanent, living monument ’ 
〒nse of breaking rules or of vio- was anticipated to operate as a which would concretise and re-
lating accepted political conven- place for general social/ cultural connect the fissure which is the 
tions. Easterners pass across the activity, accommodating vendors Berlin Wall 
space to the West (Wersterners of all types, musicians, street 
一 
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Introduction and Personal Design Objectives 
1 • i n t r oduc t i on 2. Personal Design Tak airport. This tremendous 
Objec t ives number of moving people is the 
This report is aiming at determining factor in this building 
explaining the final design General idea of se lec t ing a design, 
solution to the project in a design p ro jec t : 
comprehensive and reasonable As a design thesis for the c. To see the relationship 
way. In addition to the design final year fo the Master of between a building and a highly 
thesis report volumne 1 - architecture degree, my personal urbanised context, which is in the 
programming, this volumne focus belief to this is that the project Shenzhen side of the building, 
on the design concerns and its should be: how a buiidsing cna be design to 
process of evolving the final a. complicated and complex cope with its surrounding in 
design. enough to design and develop terms of the building form, 
with along the whole acedemic pedestrians circulation, as well as 
The program report was year. vechicular traffic, and at the 
started and finished in the first b. large enough to represent same time, 
term, from September to the complexity mentioned in 
December 1996, and the design point a, while small enough to be d. To see the relationship 
report was started and finished in in building design level, not urban between the same building with a 
the second term, from January planning level. rural context, which is in the 
to April 1 997. But t is noted c. well enough to represnet Hongkong side, how the same 
that during the whole axedemic the student's (my) personal building can be designed to cope 
year, the design was kept particular interest towards with the natural enviroment, like 
evolved and developed; the architecture or hte learning of the relief of the hill, swamp,，and 
working phase of the reports do architecture. the river, 
not mean the same phase of the 
design process. 
The idea of choosing th is 
It is not possible to record speci f ic p ro jec t : 
every step involved in design The most interesting and 
process, as mentioned by challenging aspect of this design 
Norman Foster, thesis project is it has a great 
variety / levels of concerns: 
"...the design evolution of our 
projects is rarely a simple linear route; 。t^x f^ i ‘ . 一 t . : ‘ a. To look for a relationship the actual process is far more , 
circuitous than I suspect might be between Hongkong and China by 
imagined from the outside." placing a building right at the 
border between the two places. 
An analytical idea towards This relationship can be political, 
recording design process can symbolic, or as a "bridge" 
then be chronological but not building by itself, this may 
sequential, and it is important to already an icon of HK-China 
note that chronological order is relation, 
not the actual order of design 
process. b. To solve the functional 
needs of circulating passengers 
Above all, even though it is the building smoothly and 
very hard to describe a design clearly which has not yet 
process, and good designer resolved in the existing building, 
should present how a design is ^he mass of people passing 
evolved and rationalsed, so that through the building is more than 
others can understand it. that passing through Kai 
3 
Project Selection 
Having understood the rea- and China not getting stronger undergoing a vast urbanisation 
sons of choosing this particular and stronger. and economic growth. The po-
thesis design project, it may be As 1 997 is coming, the rela- tential opportunity and danger is 
important to mention the proc- tionship between Hongkong and apparantly important to focus 
ess of selecting this project as China will be changed subtly and on. 
the final year thesis design slightly. There are two opposing 
project. factors: ij j. people o r i en ted design 
a. "One country two sys- As a matter of fact, the first 
In the mid August, the fac- terns" suggests that Hongkong idea of building, not architecture, 
ulty announced that the final and China are more or less in was from human inhabitation. If 
year M.Arch. student are needed equal status from economic and an architectural design considers 
to do design thesis project in- administration point of view. people seriously, then it ouwid 
stead of a faculty assigned b. "return of sovereignty" not far from a good design, 
project. Then, we were further suggests that Hongkong is under The scope of "people ori-
notified to brainstorm about the the ruling of China central gov- ented design" is not limited to 
topic. ernment. As a necessary result, human activities, but a much 
Hongkong and China are more or wider scope is introduced. This 
Knowing this, I began to less NOT in equal status. includes human dimension, hu-
think about what aspect in archi- Hongkong is inferior than China. man psychological and physical 
tectural design I am interested in This conflicting roles be- bahaviour, and to integrate build-
；and they are listed as follows: tween Hongkong and China have ing technology into architectural 
been discussed for years; and design. Therefore, it is rather an 
i. t r a n s p o r t a t i o n there would not be any conclu- attitude towards design than a 
One of the attractive scene sive ending to this debate. On doctrine towards design. 
of Hongkong is the fluidity of the other hand, architecture has 
people and vehicle in the city. been the by-product of the cul- iv. large span bui ld ing 
Transportation facilities has ture of the times, even though Long-span building can be 
taken the major role in enhancing good spaces is cross-cultural. seen as the by-product of 
the ease of movement of people globalisation, urbanisation, as 
and goods, thus enhance the ii. urban c o n t e x t well as the building technology 
economy of Hongkong. Designing a building in urban advancement in the last dew 
In the field of architecture, context is apparantly different decades. As cities becomes 
as an architect, we may inter- from designing in rural context. larger and larger, and began to 
ested in how buildings of trans- A building in urban area need to join together, the need for gigan-
portation can cope with helping react with and related to far tic structure arised. Bridges, 
people to move freely, and to more many other constriants and railway stations, airports, ferry 
witness the urban growth by de- limitations, such as surrounding terminals, arenas and etc. were 
signing a piece of architecture of buildings, people and vehicular blooming all over the world. In-
transportation. movements, comparatively com- terestingly, most of these build-
plicated building codes and land ing types are more or less related 
ii. Hongkong and China lease conditions, and the building to transportations. 
In the past decade, people form and image by itself. The acheivement of long-
began to realised the Hongkong is a highly urban- span structure was the result of 
"globalisation" was driven by the ised place. Most of the building cooperation between builders, 
ease transfer of people, goods, projects are located in urban engineers and also architects' It 
information and knowledge. One enviroment. As a Hongkong ar- can be a good area for study, 
outstanding example of this is chitect in future, it is important 
Hongkong and China, after the to understand how a building 
economic reform launched in works in urban context. This idea 
"I 978，the prevailing transfer of is also applicable in China, where 
resources between Hongkong most of the coastal cities are 
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IV- Exsiting Building Analysis 
i. site 
ii. operation of G/F departure level 
iii. operation of 1 /F legal entrants level 
iv. operation of 2/F arrival level 




Exsiting Building Analysis site 
The architectural design of 
the exisiting cross-border 
checkpoint is based on hte 
liimitation of a phased building 
project. The lower part of the 
plan shows the older part of the 
building, which was completed in 
January 1987. A new extension, 
which is shown on the upper part 
of the plan was commenced on 
the same year, and was 
completed in 1 996. 
Therefore, the overall shape 
of the building is determined by 
the following factors; 
a. the shape of the site 
b. the phased development 
The first phase of the 
building is almost rectangular, 
and left a ~45 degree turned 
land on the east side iof the 
existing building. 
The internal plan 
arrangement of the building is to 
organise the counters in east-
west direction. Thus, the most 
logicalldirection for extension is 
that piece of land on east side. 
Nevertheless, this design 
concept is a rather "inward 
looking" idea. There is a lack of 
overall planning of development 
to intergrate other different 
adjacent buildings into one piece. 
There is also a lack of concern to 
the surrounding enviroment. 
However, there is a great 
potential to develop an entirely 
new integrated building, which 
includes all of the related cross-
border buildings and facilities 
under one roof, on top of the 
railway lines. The space on op of 
the railway lines is the most 
unified space left in the site. 
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Exsit ing Building Analys is mode of operation in 1/F legal entrants hall 
Overview: 
There are 3 catergories of 
p ^ . passengers in the Hongkong-
, 悲彳_ • China cross-border checking 
I一 I I procedures: 
• M [ j • • a. Hongkong residents 
^ - J f ^ L - J l M - — b. Hongkong visitors 
* ‘ j c. Hongkong legal entrants 
_ jj u-1:周 These 3 groups of people 
/ " • • • r ^ • require different checking 
《 \ ./"' I " procedures. 
/ i { • . I In the exisiting building 
、 \ i M 丨 : ； i design, the legal entrants group 
W 链^^^^。/一兴」丨• j 画 • was seperatd from the other two 
^ a K i " P in the arrival hall. The other 2 
J 、 。 / ^ C ^ ^ i ^ \ 》 . \ _ groups, the Hongkong residents 
, 〉 ^ s y / ] . and the Hongkong visitors were 
‘ 。 譯 / 劣 l l ) 。 ^ ^ • combined together into a single 
。 • 、 像 , 臂 • hall, both for arrival and 
像 / 加 \ \ ‘ • G/F Departure Hall: 
\ ^ , , 續 \ •、> Departure hall is allocated on 
^ 广簿 / / / ground for the convenience of 
f & 。/.\、、、、\ .’ ’ passengers，so that they do not 
\ \ \ have to change level after 
^ ^ ^ " 夠 \ \ alighting from the train. The 
之 络^"^ \ \ designed capacity of this hall is 
\ \ 、 ^^^ COMCO:" II 
\ \ \《他 。 ^ ^ 〜 T h e r e is a serious bottle neck 
、”、\ / problem after people pass 
\ through the ticking gate, exit the 
\ \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ KCR concourse and enter the 
\ \ immigration processing hall. 
People also confused by hte 
sudden spread of route and 
expand of interior space. 
, I ^ H ； H L^  I j T |j 
— . . . ^ M n r[ ！ i ‘ m :1 
^ 丨 丨 丨 i " 
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Exsiting Building Analysis 
I 
I 4 et 
i lm I 
.... -.•. ~/ 
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mode of operation in 1 IF legal entrants hall 
1 IF legal entrants hall 
This floor is a mixture 
between public and private 
programmed spaces, between 
secured and not secured spaces. 
There is no figure shows the 
capacity of this floor. 
The reason why it is 
separated from the other two 
main floors is that the mode of 
operation for legal entrants are 
far more complicated than the 
other two. In separating this 
group of people, the potential 
problem of blocking other 2 
groups of passengers will be 
minmised. 
After 1997, the procedure of 
checking "legal entrants" will be 
simplified. Still, there will be 
control over the movement of 
citizens from China to Hongkong, 
but this group of people will not 
need permission 2 separated 
governments, but 2 governments 
that belongs to same country. 
Therefore, the future of the 
operation of legal entrants hall is 
not confirmed yet. 
The lower part of the plan 
show~ the private side of this 
floor. This part includes some 
staff restrooms, changing rooms 
and some offices for immigration 
and customs staff. 
This floor have not been 
visited yet. 
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Exsit ing Building Analys is mode of operation in 1/F legal entrants hall 
2/F arrival hall 
Having the other 2 lower 
floor have been allocated for 
. 川 other uses, the lowest floor, 2nd 
j ^ Q ^ ^ _ 丨 “ floor，is then used for arrival 
^Cy “ M* H y ^ passengers processing hall. The 
H k • I . S . .E ；. designed capacity this floor is 
厂 「 1 ^ _ i E \ 13000 pph. Hr-I ！ 
口 [ J J I . 圏 ， i f| Compared to the departure 
K i hall, the arrival hall is slightly 
”…， i -E"!：. larger, because the duty free 
… / ！ ^ I i ! 國 I | i shops are absent in this floor. 
I • § • i ti" This also cooperate with the 
/ • L [•-，〔夸---，」£-\\ need for larger capacity. 
/ 、 。 > 「 _ • ^ I：' It IS quite a confusion to 
^ ^ y . / L g W g \\ passengers after they pass 
/ M > : 7 丄 T s l ii" through the immgration and 
/ ， , ’ 、 、 双 、 象 肩 ) \ custom counters. They have to 
/ " “ 、 。 ^ ^ 、 / ' / turn at least two times in order 
/ 鲁 精 / / / enter to the KCR concourse. 
/ 卜 錄 。 / 7 In addition，passengers do not 
y C / y〈 '、-、、/。(^、• have any visual clues to given 
/ m 尋 ： i 紛 } ^ ^ ^ ^ beyond the immigration 
^ ^ 、 , / • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ 、 • 〜 e x i s r t i n g cross-border checkpint 
。 i at Hongkong side only. Other 
翠 广 。 t h a n that, there can be other 
“ • • . % a r e a s that we can analyse, such 
“ ^ ^ ^ \’》T*a«"_ as menas of escape, fire 
岁 魏 p r e c a u t i o n ， s t a f f movement and 
\ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ operation, and etc. that relates 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ architectural design. 
There is no provided 
information for the China side. 
丨丨 1 
I ——；T, ； ‘ W T — 
丨 ^ M fl「. 一 ： m ：] T 
I ！I : 1 
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V - Design Process 
i. 1 St term first review 
ii. 1st term final review 
iii. 2nd term firts review 
iv. Final scheme 
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Design Process 1st term final review 
、、 i r i … 
• ... ....... V. | l | i | 
‘ -,....: • mm^y . f - … - -
办 Z 知 I s ： I >1 - 广 - • 一 从 . . 、 . . t .. ：， • 
• m,：—遍； 
• ： 雜 
广/.麗、I ” 1 ： 「... . 
善 i . \ 1 ： ^ ：：； 
— * * - • ‘ ： … 二 • | | 11,11 ： J :. i . 、 
‘ ： ‘ ' V : 、 ,小 … 务,命襄 . . ： ；. ： 
：：：：： ：1 r - ‘ . … 
‘ » ， , ， ^ I III , “ ‘ . ‘ 
5 4 - j , I I I I I " ^ 场, ， 
• 1 1 ： ： i i i | ： 一： • 
. i J . . r f J i l f^；,： : I part of the immigration and 
f * 银 I custom processing hall is 
I ~ ： ^ — ^ f r f c o m p l e t e d 
i — L p J Phase II: t ^IC the duty free shops is completed 
t I 丄 丄 一 : X ‘ “ • - ‘ ， … 。 “ t h e transition space to Shenzhen m ^ ^ S f l part of the .mm.gm qp and 、.s.cortpleted 
； ^ ^ ^ ^ custom processing M ^ ^ the cross-border footbridge is 
： ' ^ , … ’ IS completed . i |J； completed , 
} » r- I i M • i ； • . .； ‘―T^ t^  ^ • t • - - , , ‘ < I 3 «k: - • ‘ . , 
• i- i ；I a ； I ‘ 
I j i j In the first reVievi/1h first; - than that in exisiting building. 
广 f 二 term, the desigri;|va—j|st 声 ： 丄 zig-zag movement^pattern 
! : 「 口 started. It is rather a turning to resolve circulation problem 
point from the programming e. building on top of the 
； p h a s e to the design phase. railway lines. 
f- separate offices from 
g l ^ Y 、 In this very first scheme, public floors of immigration 
、、)<、 serveral crucially important processing halls. 
\ \ \ design ideas have been evolved. g. locating pathway along 
a. phased building project building perimeter, and to locate 
Phase III： design. the office in the middle of the 
the KCR lowu train terminus is b. a distinct cross-border plan, 
completed. foo tbr idge. 
c. duty free shop is 
comparatively far more important 
11 
Design Process 1st term first review 
t二. 
^ '^ jiiin, L」i•-一 • • 醒 MB腿111 • M i l i H n 
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Design Process 1st term final review 
In the first term final review, 
the idea mentioned above were 
further reailised and developed. 
The design development was 
focused on the overall planing of 
the scheme, to see how different 
facilities can be integrate! 
together in the building plan. 
The plan on left showing the 
ground level and first floor plan in 
the scheme presented in the 1 st 
term final review. On the 
presentation panels, colours are 
placed on the plan, to show 
different zones on the plan. For 
the purpose of showing the 
passengers' routes, circulation 
lines are placed instead. 
On the ground floor plan, 
ther e is only KCR train station 
platform. Departure passengers 
can alight from train and then 
directly go up one level to the 
first floor, which is the departure 
level. There are 4 pairs of 
escalators and lifts to move 
deoparture passengers up to the 
departure level. 
For the passengers arrive at 
Hongkong, they would go from 
second floor to the middle part 
of the platform at ground floor. 
Therefore, the middle part of the 
platform is actually acting as a 
"buffer area" for arrival 
passnegers to wait for their 
companions, relatives, or friends 
who were still queueing in the 
arrival processing hall. Or, they 
may stay in the buffer area for a 
while for rest. 
Separation is introduced 
between the departure and 
arrival passengers. Operable 
glass fences and doors are 
placed. 
13 
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• The plans here shows the 
mazzinine floor on first level and 
the second floor arrival hall. 
On the first level mazzinine 
floor，offices and staff facilities 
are introduced. This whole floor 
is used as private and security 
purposes. So it is seperated 
from the public floor, which 
immigration and custom 
processing are accomodated. In 
doing that, the operation, 
movement of the immigration 
and custom staff can be away 
from the public and to minimise 
conflict, and maximise security. 
Other than the advantage of 
separation, this private floor is 
raised so that officers in this 
floor can oversee the operartion 
of the processing. 
On the KCR station part, the 
KCR staff offices are introduced 
on top of the ticketing offices. 
As a result, the KCR offices 
combines into a rectangular box, 
so that their facilities and 
equipment can be better utilised. 
One upper level is the 
Hongkong arrival immigration and 
custom processing hall. 
Circulation pattern of this public 
floor is almost identical to that of 
the Hongkong departure level， 
which is the first level. However, 
they have to go down two levels 
so that they arrive at the train 
platform which is on the ground. 
It is worth noted that the 
"cross-border" bridge of this 
level is switched from the west 
side to the east side. As a 
result，the upper bridge is not sit 
on top of the lower one. Thus, 
these two groups passengers can 
see each other through the glass. 
14 
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• The plans here are the 
second floor mazzinine plan and 
From the roof plan, we can 
see that the overall form of the 
building is not symetrical to the 
Hongkong - China border. It is 
because on the Hongkong side， 
there is a KCR train station 
attached to the end Of the 
immigration and custom 
processing hall on the Hongkong 
side. Then the building form on 一 — . 丨 — ， 
The overall building form is 
lacking of a strong appricaible 
= 二 二 
understand the space in it. It 
symetrical roof form suggest 
symetrical operatkon under it. 
Nevertheless,, it is just the 
opposite，the passengers 
movement are just extremely 
directional. They may go from 
north to south, or south to 
north; they may go f r o . east to 
west, or west to east. In order 
to be more corelate the interior 
operation of the building with the 
built form, some breakthrough 
modification in the design was 
The tail of the building is the 
KCR train station. This part is 
almost like a later extension to 
the building. There is a general 
lack of formal relationship 
= = ’ : e — 
The plan on left is the 
second floor mazzinine level. 
This accomodate the offces for 
immigration and custom staff 
working at Hongkong arrival and 
China departure level. Same 
design idea is applied to this plan. 
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1. KCR Lowu terminus, 
p la t form 
....'、.. 
、 ， This newly propose platform is an 
、 \ improvement over the exisiting one. 
.'.'、、-、、「Tr"""""^^^^^;^、 \ / The main problem of the exisiting 
、 ’ 、 、 〜 . 〜 . p l a t f o r m is the lacking of buffer area 
〜 〜 T 〜 " 〜 〜 〜 — • ^ f c v for passenger to wait for entering into 
J I I ^ 1 ^ ^ 、 immigration processing hall. 
丄 , ^ 4 W - M people, while the two perimeters are 
# n ^ I f e reseverd for departure people alight 
tey/^ r p from train and then go up to the 
j O departure processing hall. 
\ \ ‘ I ； / / / ./ 7--~~1 
、 \ \ \ „ \ I J / , Z 声z 2. KCR Lowu terminus, 
一 • 丄 一 丄 ] p l a t f o r m 
b O ^ 、 、 . . \ \ \ : ； j i ^ ^ ^ ^ k 〜 This space can be regarded as the 
/ extended platform for the d印arture 
^ n i l / 一 二 passengers. After alighting the trains, 
] i , — the passengers directly go up to this 
卜 — , —• ‘ ！ l e v e l . In case of overloading happened 
’ “ \ ^ f n ^ S S ^ l l l ‘,‘, ‘ ‘ 二 ： t。immigration processing hall, 
, Z / „ | j j I - accomodate retail facilities, like duty 
、 ‘ , z ' . / / L A \ W f f o 、\ 〜 free shops, snacks shops, or small 
• "" ' . 1 : ...• T f - 、 . \ 、..-.、... cafe. z / : 臉 \ . \ , \ ....... 
‘―^ •二 I 
\ \ ^ ^ : 7 ^ / / / , 3. KCR Lowu terminus, 
、〜\ \ \ \ \ i Z , concourse 
\ \ \ V 、 — L — — 一 丄 ― 二 乂 
、\ '.V 、、 V i .•一 —•；一 •-• 
\ ' 、 x \ \ \ I . , - , I - , 
\ : \ ；' ； / / / / ' , , ,二j Departure people are now ready 
\ \ ^ ； / !：>：•：-• •. for passing through ticketing gates. 
X ； ； / / , , , , . : 丫 I 二 ） O n their left hand side is the ticketing/ 
— " ^ 、 、 、 ~ ^ N » 、 : : . . 、 V 丄 - J ！—,丨.::4广j inquiry office for offering any help, or 
- - n ^ ^ U r •-—.- —. resolve any ticketing problems. 
I s - ’ 卜 卜 丨 i p ^ — I ; 二H 10 ARC turnstyle ticketing gates 
口r力 • ； 二 八 施 二“'、、iO , —H are provided. However, the width of 
l l S n f f i f i M i M W I l f f i 、 。 D ^ W n -"^ the Channel is not flexible to alkow 
:、,.>"、•、 …：二一 , ... i r - i t i j y - - i I A 
— 一.’—— — ,： …,‘ i /v/、！ 
z / i j jU . 身 、 拟 、 \ I 
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\ \ \ I f ！ ！ ~ ^ f ^ ] ！ ~ 1 / 7 ] 4 . KCR L o w u t e r m i n u s , 
\ \ \ \ \ : ; \ \ \ \ / a t r i u m 
\ \ \ \ \ s \ \ I I / 
\ \ \ \ ( / / / , 
\ \ },—:—」:一"丄 J ‘ — ~ ~ \ — — L — 」 . , — . i / / This space is the place where the 
一一 一.—〜〜、〜— departure and arrival passengers meet. 
I “ I The middle part of the space, where 
f ^ - ^ T ^ T — ' \ \ j / ^ " l / ——T"』广―二 the parir of escalator and the stair 
^ - k \ • I \l i I j / / / / j "" occupies, is the place where the arrival 
\ ^^ I i| M j • / • i people use. The sides of the space is 
〜 1 h ； ： ： i , the departure spaces. 
> <： V i i , ！ : • ； ： i 
； V . ‘ ^ • ： ； ‘ ‘ ‘ • - ‘ , ！ 
\ t ！ ( j ： i ： ？ I / 
\ .. .. \ I I ^ , / I This artrium is intended to be high 
、 . ‘ ‘ j —LJ 4 i > ' ： ^ ‘' , and grand, so that it can be placed in 
、.朴 ‘ i n ‘ ‘ hte middle of thetrain station and the 
、 〜 — 一 / immigration processing hall. 
> 广 - … \ \ n i - ； , T f - ^ i 
4 \ ‘ 、丨 r ‘ y However, arrival and departure 
^ J I i‘...々.…•一i^LJuJ \L1___i^/ .〈• people are still separated for 
]l / / minimising traffic conflicts. Yet, these 
， t w o groups of people are visually 
-二丨 / 、 \ ‘ I ; ' Z ‘ linked together, as they are actually 
乂 - \ K \\ - ； 1 ^ . ' , ^ ^ / ' r y / z I using the same space, and the same 
'、、卜、\、l ” … 广 、 」 • w 」 」 」 , — 一 - 一 / , atrium. 
一 ) 、 、 — . — 、 — 」 M / / , y 口 5. I m m i g r a t i o n p r o c e s s i n g 
\ z „ ' z..'" hal l , d e p a r t H o n g k o n g 
、、 \ 1 I ；：七：恭r ， J , , I After passing through the 
1 1 ； r , , "•” .... ~ - - - 1 ticketing gates, departure passengers 
J 伊 t 擺 f t : 一“ - - - - - ‘ 一 一 一 \ enter to the immigration processing 
L [ ' - " : hall. As the processing hall is very 
M 二 " ‘ — [ - - - 〜 ：long, almost 130m, travelators are 
^ b W T l f ^ f f l ^ i S 、 、 、 〜 — 〜 - 〜 - 〜 provided for their convinience. The 
^ ^ n 、.、 - - . . - t r a v e l a t o r can placed along the 
\.、、: \ 、 . perimeter so that they can enjoy 
^ ^ ^^  | : = : ^ ‘ 〈 \ 、 \ \ viewing out while standing on it. 
I——、！ i — 、 - … \ : .. . i 
. 、t J .J；各、、（ \V\ • \ 、、 •• i 
. . 1 钱 \ \\\ \ , \ ......、.： 
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\ \ [ / z / / , z 6 . I m m i g r a t i o n p r o c e s s i n g 
、；X ； / / , Z z Z ha l l , d e p a r t H o n g k o n g 
\ f t 、 ； / / / Z 乂 , t : : ' ' i Z l ' - z Z ' People queueing in f ron t of 
. I . . . . . . / — ' 二 ： ： ： 二 Z ' z immigration counters can enjoy the 
灰、* 1 … i 一 , i , 一 / … 上 ； 二 二 一 " " " " " ^ 一 ^ " L i - i double storey space. The office 
— 1 . p — r ^ r 一 — 丨 mazzinine floor is located on top of 
^ j ,却丨 ‘ ； ) — “ 丨 ’ 「 A ‘ the custom checking counters. 
^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 二 〜 i « immigration counter is 3-6 person per 
minute. 36 double sided immigration 
1 / ( ‘ … 〜 c o u n t e r s are provided in this scheme. 
1.•…/ r I :、... --- ；： -<、:； 
‘/ ； 〜•... i ； ！ ..、 .、-•、 
4 ] ：、 卜L —一::::.、. 
7 . i m m i g r a t i o n p r o c e s s i n g 
ha l l , d e p a r t H o n g k o n g 
、 - 、 ’ . 
〜 ; J 〜"、下\ — —…一 Processing rate for custom 
' ' ' - - - z t “ … counter is unknow n as there is no 
：工 t 运 t m ‘ T fixed rate of processing a custom 
I 上 广 1 t ^ ^ p ^ 』 c h e c k i n g . People passing through the 
i • I ‘躲：丄j 一 custom counters have to pass through 
S M J ^ 、：、〜.'、.......二 J i ^ ‘ a single storey space. After they pass 
〜 t h r o u g h the counters, they then enter 
j j j Q ^ ' ^ j L — , "-"iiJJi another double storey circulation 
space, and then prepare their jounery 
to cross border. 
\ 8 . I m m i g r a t i o n p r o c e s s i n g 
、 ： : : — — . : •个 Z ha l l , d e p a r t H o n g k o n g 
..、.. ..- ：、.、.-〜^^；；：：：：：;^；；；；^ 、.,、、.； -…V- y People walking along the side of 
、.〜二: ^ r / / the building after immigrastion 
- 一 一 ： - " " “ — ^ ^ 一 checking can also use the travelators 
^ i S ~ f " 咖 h In addit ion’ 一 may 
； - 一 ‘..‘‘.、 ！ A-f\ \ 
/ a V H j / I M , <j Ai y 
， — . ., yZ 9 . KCR L o w u t e r m i n u s 
:;:、,\ p；^^ ^：：；；^^ :^-、—一 ^  ] p a s s e n g e r t e r m i n a l b u i l d i n g 
— ： bttg W SflSz^Bll I “ This picture shows the mazzinine 
： . 「 - 弓 : i ： ^ r floor is used for immigration and 
i H custom office. This is the single 
. f 1 、 loaded corridor to link the offices 
y — 、 、、-\ together. On the otehr side of the 
^ ' fey^j ， 、 .— i off ice, the s ta f f can over see the 
M r ^ ^ 雾 7 U « operation of the immigration checking. 
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一 — 二 
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Design Process 1st term final review 
" I 么 , r ^ i l f im « I 
_ ― 一 ^ J l ^ i ^ l ^ L L l i t ^ ^ ^ ^ l l 
丄 • eia 丄y 
I I____I 捕 I 1 
I I I I I 
d j I u j I m 
中 十 
• • . 
Section C —C (Imrr igrat ion and Custom P-ocessing Hall at Hongkong side) “ 
• • 
— fWiiffi , ri 
T iZZZ ^rnrnrnm'rnmrni-ni-S '-W 
^ — 
f m ^^ 4 I 」 
V - 丨[jnri门门门门rnmrnr^ — | . -| - j 
I I _ _ L j l ‘ | A A j 
I U -L I 
• _ _ j ^ I 一~‘ ^ ^ 
Section D-D (Footbr idge Connectiine the 2 Cross-border Processing Halls) " 
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I I I I I 
W M I . I , , • . J J M l L J ^ l L . a 
l\ — — 
样 I I I ^  y 得々 loj , 
— • i | | [ I 1 半 A1 T 
4 cp qj 
• -
Section D-D (Imrrjigration an|i Custom P|rocessing 中 1 at China Side) ' “ 
• 丨 H : : ^ ^ 丨丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ 丨 丨 一 — -
rf , 
『门门门门门门门jl^ nr^ 门门、门门门”门rm l^^ nE^^^ojLaSS t^^ f 
中 • • 4 4 
I I I I 
Section F —F (Trars i t ion Area for the Cress-border Checkpoint at China Side) “ 
I I I I I 
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/ \ ‘ 
nter ior perspect ive of the immigrat ion and custom processing hall 
After the first term review, 
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Design Process 
The curved study model 
The straight study model 
Models above is the first 
study model of a "typical unit". 
In the first design approach a 
curvilinear form is explored. 
There are pros and cons in 
doing a curvilinear glazing facade. 
The majot advantage of it is to 
minimise the problem of "total 
internal reflection" occured in 
viewing. 
Also, this curved profile can 
help to reinforce the idea of a 
"typical unit". It is done by 
introducing a curved profile to a 
unit, so that each unit is signified 
by one curve. 
The main difficulty in 
designing with this cuirve is the 
complicated geometry. In 
differentiate the curved surface 
into pieces of glass pane, easch 
glass is then in different shape, 
which is not desirable in terms of 
contruction. 
Models above is the first 
study model of a "typical unit". 
In the first design approach a 
curvilinear form is explored. 
Later on, when I have 
explorded the curved one, I go 
back to the simple linear shaped 
edge. 
I found it is not the way I 
imagine that boring. This simple 
striaght line can help to 
reinforece the unity of the whole 
building, instead of emphasising 
each of a typical unit. 
Also, it simplifies the 
complication of tremendous 
curves happening on the glasses, 
and roof pieces into a series of 
identical modules. Therefore, 
from the construcion point of 
view, this may be a better 
solution. 
There may be structural 
problem in the middle columnm in 
connecting to 2 roof pieces. 
Seconf term, 1 st review 
A concavely curved glass 
surface can allow a compartively 
wider view than that in straight 
form. 
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Final Scheme overview 
The final design scheme scheme, such as wind effect on building systems are also shown, 
represented the finalised and their designed building, a The picture belows show the 
developed ideas which may or sophisicated construction. Some final presentation site model, 
may not have already evolved in may develope more of the The building models are 
the first stage of design process, scheme into greater details. interchangable so that it can 
Still, there may be potential However, the underlying principle show the process of building, 
areas that may just arise in the is that the design scheme should The upper 2 pictures show the 
very late stage of design be well developed and realised. exisitng situation; the lower 2 
process. In the final presentation was pictures shows the proposed 
The final design was due in consist of a series of plans an d building to replace the exisiting 
1 8 March 1 997. After theu due sections showing the building cross-border checkpoints, 
date, students have to preform itself anf it surrounding contexts, 
certain further studies to the Also, imformation of about the 
design scheme. Some may basis of design ’ some analytical 
perform a special study on a diagrams of a typical unit, and a 
specific area of the design section showing the integrated 
Site model showing the exisiting situation 、， 
繼^^  
Site model showing the proposed scheme 25 
Final Scheme overicew 
The design ideaa in the final 
design scheme are listed below. 
a. Most of the design 
concepts evolved in the early 
stages are still exisit in the final 
scheme, except the concept of 
phasing the building. 
b. The programmatic spaces 
immigration and custom 
processing hall on both sides are 
divided into smaller 
compartments as typical unit. 
These units are self-contained in 
some aspects so that a 
passenger do not need to travel 
,/ to whole building in processing. 
c. the typical unit is then 
further developed into the KCR 
train station. Thus, the train 
station can then be integrated 
into the immigration processing 
hall on Hongkong side from unit 
to unit. 
d. Therefore, the typical unit 
on Hongkong side is 
comparatively larger than that on 
the China side, as it bears more a 
station. 
e. On the both ends of the 
building, this typical unit design is 
not applicable. 
f. A transitional space is 
needed for the shenzhen end of 
the building, for accomodating 
the complicated need and 
movement pattern of people 
either exiting the building to 
shenzhen, or, entering into the 
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Shenzhen end. 
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Final Scheme typical unit 
Overview: 
The generation of the 
"typical unit" idea is crucial in the 
building design. It simplifies the 
building into a series of basic 
modules, which is self-contained 
in its performance. This means 
that passengers do not need to 
pass though the whole building 
to complete the jounery, but 
they can just pas through part of 
the building- the typical unit. 
2nd floor (depart Hongkong) 
1 . KCR departure concourse 
2. ticketing/ inquiry counter 
3. ARC turnstyle ticketing gates 
4. restrooms 
5. fire escape stair 
6. elevator 
7. kiosks 
8. immigration counters 
9. custom counters 
10. escalators go up from platform 
1 st floor (arrive Hongkong) 
1 . KCR arrival concourse 
2. ticket selling machines 
3. money changing machine 
4. restroom 




9. immgration counters 
10. custom counters 
11 . ARC turnstyle ticketing gates 
1 2. escalators go down to platform 
Gnd floor (train platform) 
1 . loading and unloading platforms 
2. exit of means of escape 
3. escalators go up to departure 
4. escalators go down from arrival 
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Final Scheme typical unit 
The baisc module for the 
entire building is shown on the 
diagram on left. In order to 
understand the entire buildiing, it 
is then essential to undertand 
this basic module. 
The development of the 
module is basically to cope with 
the north-south elongated shape 
if the site, the elongated shpae 
of a train, and the overwhelming 
number of people pass through 
the buioding each day. 
Thus, the overall elongated 
shape of the building in the final 
scheme is consist of eight of this 
modules, four of them in 
Hongkong and the other gour of 
them are in China. 
Added to this eight modules 
are the ends of the building. On 
the Hongkong side, the building 
ends with the KCR lowu terminus, 
and on the Chins side, the 
building ends with a transitional 
space to shenzhen city. 
This typical unit compose of 
four 9 metre wide structural bays 
in the middle, which serves as 
the immigration and custom 
checking. The other two bays on 
both sides are serves as services. 
Therefore, each of four 
immigration and custom spaces 
are served by 2 service cores. 
These structural is not only 
apply to the floors, but also 
extrude on to the roof. The 
spacing the othe roof structure 
follows the spacing in floor, 
which is 9 metres. Primary roof 
members are made up of tension 
trusses. One truss uses to cover 
the immigration and custom 
processing hall, and another truss 
uses to cover the KCR Lowu 
station, so that simple spatial 
separation and yet structural 
integrity can be achieved. 
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Final Scheme Typical unit, Structure 
Overview: 
The entire structure of the 
building mainly compose of two 
parts, in which are seperated: 
a. roof 
b. floors 
In a such large scaled 
horizontal building, the roof in 
itself is already the "single, 
independent structure". The roof 
form consistute a major part of 
the overall form of building. 
Therefore, in this scheme, the 
roof is totally differnet from the 
structure below- a long-span 
steel truss system verses a steel 
mixed with concrete po at and 
beam system. 
The roof: 
The roof consist of a series 
of "paired" or "single" truss, 
depend on wether the KCR 
station is present. The diagram 
shows a "paired" truss, which 
means that when the KCR station 
is now present. 
For the roof at the main 
processing hall, each of the -so 
m clear span truss is supported 
by two end with pin joined steel 
columns, and have fixed join at 
below. 2 trusses are joined by 1-
pulins to ensure rigidity. The 
entire roof structure is further 
strengthened by introducing tie 
rods to the 2 points of the 
trusses. 
For the roof covering the 
train station, a relatively thinner 
truss is used for a shorter clear 
span, and these trusses are 
closer to human height. 
The floors: 
Floors are supported by 
structural steel and reinforced 
concrete post and beam system. 
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Final Scheme Typical Unit, Zoning 
Overview: 
Appropriate zoning is 
important to this building to 
ensure smooth operation on its 
use by different parties: 
1 . general puiblic users, ie. 
the cross-border passengers, 
form a dominantly largest group 
of users. Most of the spaces of 
the building is allocated and 
design for them. The orange 
color indicate their "public 
realm". 
2. the semi-public users are 
the KCRC staff working in lowu 
station. Thier usage on hte 
building is actually very light, 
they just need to maintain and 
ensure operation the facilities in 
the station. 
Another party which can be 
regarded as the "semi-public" 
group is the keepers in the 
kiosks, or the duty free shops. 
These kiosks may include: 
a. money changing, 
b. snacks shops, 
c. souvenirs and etc. 
3. the most private group of 
users are the staff for 
immigration and custom 
department. They have to 
oversee the whole operation the 
building as well as the 
enviroment surrounding the 
building. 
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Final Scheme Typical unit, Passengers Movement 
Overview: 
In terms of circulating people 
through the building, there can 
be catergoried into two main 
parts: 
a. passenger movement 
b. staff movement 
This two circulation paths 
should be closedly related to 
each other so that: 
a. conflict of staff and 
passenger circulation can be 
minimised. 
b. the circulation route of 
passengers can be clearly 
overseen by the immgration and 
custom staff. 
Departure and Arrival routes: 
In a cross-border 
transportation building, departure 
and arrival routes are the 2 
fundemental circulation patterns. 
These 2 routes should be clearly 
separated to minimise conflict, 
and yet, visual relationship can 
still be enhenced. 
a. Separation: arrival and 
departure passengers are clearly 
separated in 2 immigration 
processing halls for security and 
safety reasons. 
b. Visual linkage: in the 
vertical transportation means, ie. 
the escalators, these 2 routes of 
passengers are visually linked and 
yet separated. When they arrrive 
at the train plartform, they are 
still seperated when there is no 
train. Middle part of the platform 
is used as waiting area for the 
arrival passengers, while the 
perimeter of the platformcan 
then be cleared up for departure 
passengers alight from the train. 
Glass fences are opened 
sometime after the train arrived 
when most of passengers had 
gome up to the upper level. 
32 
Final Scheme Typical Unit, Staff Movement 
It should be moted that 
there are mainly 2 groups of 
staff working in this building, 
they are: 
a. cival servant- ie. the staff 
from immigration and custom 
department, and any other 
supporting staff. 
b. privately hired staff- the 
KCRC staff. 
This two groups of staff 
should not be mixed up, owing to 
the fact that they belong to 
different organisation, and thus 
they required entirely different 
enviroment. 
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Final Scheme Typical Unit, Means of Escape 
Overview: 
The average daily flow of 
people through this building may 
exceed 200 thousand persons. 
For a specific time instant, there 
may be 20 thousand people 
occupying the building. 
In case of fire, there should 
be enough indication and time 
delay for people to escape from 
the fire source. In doing this, 
there are several measures: 
a. Introduce smoke 
extraction device to the space. 
b. put all of the "high fire 
hazards" facilities into a cabin 
which is highly protected. 
c. provide sufficient escape 
routes for passengers to escape 
from the building to a place of 
ultimate safety. 
Fire safety building design: 
From the above mentioned, 
it is clear that this building 
project urge for a highly fire 
protected and safe environment 
for passengers. Then, fire safety 
is an important concern in the 
building. 
In the final design, the 
escape route of the building is 
integrated into the "typical unit". 
There are quite a number of 
advantages in doing that: 
a. provide a simple, 
straightforward, and clear route 
for passengers to look for in case 
of fire. 
b. the escape can then be 
intergrated into the serivce core 
very easily. 
c. the size of the "typical 
unit" can be limited its capacity, 
and thus its discharge value, and 
then the required MOE. 
In order to minimise the 
danger of fire hazard by putting 
the most hazardarous facilities, 
the duty free shop, into the 
departure mazzinine floor. 
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Final Scheme design studies，roof 
Design of the roof - The idea 
of double layered roof 
(referenced from Renzo Panio 
building workshop, Kansai inter-
national airport) 
I The roof in traditional Chinese 
architecture constitutes an 
extremly large part of the whole 
1 building. In case of this building, 
^ -K metal panels were placed over 
the steel deck that perform the 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 二 = 二 the 
^^^^^^ sssEsr 
and the stainless steel panels, 
18 reducing the burden of high tem-
peratures. 
Detailed view of the double layered metal decking 〜产，， 
\ y j r q / / / \ N T T T T / # \ \ T r r ) / / S \ m / Exploded v iew of the dou-
M w \ M f \ m f s y m f \ M A ble layered roof system 
1 - 1. metal tile SUS447 t=1.0 
2. metal tile fixed bolt M6 SUS31 6 
.一 3. t ight frame FB-50X45, galva-
M M ^ M ^ nised 
^ ^ 4. insulation metal f i t t ing Ml 0 
；;:； 5. fixed bolt Ml 2 zincing 
：i I 6. fixed metal f i t t ing FB-50X45, 
m^MMMmmmmmMMM ！『|Sot=4.5 
3 一 : 8 . • - 6 0 X 6 0 X 3 . 2 
[ I 9. partial fixed metal f i t t ing 
一 SUS304 t=2.0 
10. fixed bolt M8 SUS304 
11. SUS304 t=2.5 
12. fixed bolt MIO SUS304 
13. SUS304 t=2.5 
1 4. glass wool 1 6kg/sm t = l 00 
1 5. upper foled plate 200, flurine 
0 .2 .4 .8 1.2M resin painted t=1.0 
^ 1 6. one sided bolt M8 SUS304 
• h i 17. purlin H-400X300 
XI2X19 
Sect ion of t h e double layered meta l decking 18. lower folded plate 200, color 
t=0.8 
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Final Design design study, capacity (persons per hour) calculations 
In order to check back the facilities provided in the design are enough for transport people to move 
through, the following calculations are done to verify it. 
1 Lowu trains f rom KCR 
a. Capacity of a old cart: ~120 persons 
b. Capacity of a new cart: 〜140 persons 
c. Frequency of Lowu train: 5 mins per train 
d. Carts per train: 1 2 carts 
e. Maximum flow rate of passengers for departure is 
140persons/cart X 1 2 carts/train x 1 2 trains/hour 
=201 60 persons per hour 
2. Passenger f lows 
a. Surveyed ratio of peak hourly flow to total daily flow 
(assume 1 6 hours of operation) 
peak hourly flow =0 097-0.108 
total daily flow 
for convenience of calculation, this will be simplified as 0.1 
3. Cross-border processing rates for HKID holders 
a. This rate is mainly governed immigration counters, but NOT custom counters. 
b. rate of processing one HKID card in one counter: 3-6 persons per minute 
c. No of immigration counters: 90 counters 
d. Capacity for both departure and arrival halls 
(they host the same number of immigration counters) 
from 3 persons per minute counter X 90 counters X 60 minutes = 1 6200 persons per hour 
to 6 persons per minutes counter X 90 counters X 60 minutes = 32400 persons per hour 
4. Building components 
a. Assumed capacities for facilities: 
Travallator: 7200 persons per hour 
Escalator: 6300 persons per hour 
Channels/ Ramps: 3900 persons per hour 
b. Absolute Maximum number of people in a train: 
1 40 persons per cart X 1 2 carts 
= 1 680 persons 
c. Number of people that 6 escalators can evacuate in 2.5 minutes: 
6300 persons per hour per escalator X 1 /24hour X 6 escalators 
=1 575 persons 
45 
Final Design design study, internal circulation 
Space required for wai t ing areas 
occuapancy Area per personrsm.) 
overall allowance for public areas in pulbic-handling buildings 2.3 to 2.8 
waiting areas, allowing 50 percent eating, 50 percent standing 1.1 to 1.4 
waithout baggage, allowing cross-flows 
(eg. airport launge) 
waiting areas, 25 percent seating, 75 percent standing, without 0.65 to 0.9 
serious cross-flows 
(eg. waiting rooms, single access) 
wating areas, 100 percent standing, no cross-flows 0.5 to 0.65 
(eg. lift lobby) 
circulating people in corridors, reduced to halt by obstruction 0.2 
Standing people under very crowded conditions- acceptable lift car capacities: 0.2 sm 
temporary densities. (four -person car); 0.3 sm 
(thirty-three person car) 
Flow Capacities of corr idors and staircases 
Average space allowances per person in circulation areas may be 
based on the following: 
general design purposes 0.8 sm 
People moving at over 1 -3 m/s 3.7 sm 
(good walking pace) 
people moving at 0.4 to 0.9 m/s 0.27 to 0.37 sm 
(shuffle) • 
people at standstill caused by obstruction 0.2 sm 
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Final Design design study, internal circulation 
700 j- j-450—I t"350 寸 HOT r - a Wl 
^ edqinq width ： suitable for short I250 ) I 口 isrances or occosionai use 
I700 Df lO ICOO IB50 
l l llr M50 ‘ A 卞 S50b00 卞 y IM L i^i 
-i U one mon w(dfh: (750 cleoronce 
prambuloror pushchair bicycle 咖（汉和「 u^s poslurcj) 
_ _ . M l 
'850 f J~. TT^ TTTqTT" occajional two man widrh:m corridors _ ™ _ (ood (smdl) 6QQ 45Q normaly used by one person 
-t— ouu ~I- 广 O 、 railwa丫 I85Q IIQO 
\ = = i \ A J ^ / 4 S O boqqoge (arport 2 5 0 0 8 0 0 
n r \ \ l \ / 1—J - j I 050 - I200 1 
/ V ^ y \ jingle queue：no baqqage trolleys i 醒 
一 ⑵ .30 . o m ^ l 
porterj- barrow zrHJ 、 2 SO | 1 
overgq^  overoqe) ^ U 
/ fwo man width: some direction 
i “ i ir, j , . 1 ~ 1200-1400 ——I-
( r ^ ^ r t - t P T T - ^ ^ i 敬 i ^ i O ffifc^ CT N 奶 I 
person with troy counter penon with boggaqe two mon width:pasing 
6.2 Circulation: common sizes 6.3 Circulation: corridor widths 
I爐Hi塞膽興厕舅厕厕 
拉"fes feoo “ 7 0 0 ] +— 2250—?^ -1-1250+ 1875—I- 4—20004 i—2125-^ 4—2250^ 
jpoce requiremert between walls allowinq jpace requiremcft for 
extra IO% for easy movement dosefy spaced g-cxips 
如 I 2504625l 4-2 CXX)4 -4112540： 4€754-- I I -
ou lOOO lOOO walkiK) pace morchmq pooe stroll qrecfcjf denjTy 
possible per m^  
pace meojuremenf is 6 peopie space re种remcrt for differed 
body positions 
M M I t f i i WOqW~^ 4—2125~|-4fl754-^50j-!Hl254 -1- 2375~^ lOOO 6.4 Circulation: examples from German sources of various space requirements 
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F i n a l D e s i g n design study, internal circulation 
— 2 0 0 0 ~ M e c h a n i c a l passenger 
esca la tor sys tems: 
^ ^ ) 925) Dimensions, speed and 
: 二 二 二 T T ^ ^ z ' _ - 7 乙 乙 Ij："厂二 finishes vary but a 30 degree 
. ^ ^ O ^ l J I incline is available from all 
H 十 I f coo -4- J ^ makers. For preliminary purposes 
I Z , , 2730 or an approxipmate comparision 
C L / Y ^ 。 w i t h lifts' performance, allow a 
7 I b o o V o o handling capacity of 1600 people 
丨2q〇lJ \ — 了 in 30 minutes per 600 mm of 
才— n step width. In many buildings of 
[-22bO—\ 1-732 H 1" \ I course, a lift or lifts will also be 
a. elevation needed for the infirm, 
wheelchairs, prams and / or 
goods traffic. 
b. section 
Dimensions of t yp ica l 30 degree escalator 
' i l l I pr ' Mechanised passenger 
】.， I- ^ 3-200 conveyor sys tems : 
A.typical one-speed 
f 6-000...0 passenger conveyor; may be flat 
L or up to 1 2 degree for prams, 
'•000| I I'OOO V-oToo'ooo； fl-t trolleys etc. or 1 5 degree for 
( I special installation. Other 
—4 ~ - I _ l-OOO l-OOO . . , , , . , 
C ] 运 [ I “ \ systems available permit Valley 
i ~ y ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s ——f- and hill' profiles, or surface laying 
I.800 / J O-MO , , ^ 
^ / ( J I；：^ of conveyor on drive motor onto 
4_4.9oo4乂 ^ 卜 e x i s i t i n g floors. Capcity of 
fl 4 v^oo \ illustrated system is 
|b.ooo",n,。“ 7200persons per hour. Systems 
are available up to 8000 pph. 
Speed range os 0.45 to 0.6 m/s. 
… 3 - 4 2 0 / 4 . 2 2 0 f- ！ Tread widths 1 000 to 1 400 mm. 
i -ooo/ i -4qo , i - 〇 ( p o / i - 4 p o 、 
钟一n [\__In一f]丨 
I I I I 
single inslollQlion double InifoHatior 
Dimensions of typ ica l t rave la to r 
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